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Zusammenfassung 

Flugsimulation ist eine wichtige Trainingsmethode für Piloten. Die Simulation von 

Wind ist ein wichtiger Bestandteil von Flugsimulationen. Die Effekte der Interaktion 

von Gelände und Wind sind oft nur approximiert. In dieser Arbeit wird eine neue 

Methode für die Simulation von Wind-Gelände Interaktion vorgestellt die auf 

Flüssigkeitssimulation basiert. Die Partikel-basierte Methode Smoothed Particle 

Hydrodynamics (SPH) ist die Grundlage dafür. Um den Rechenaufwand der 

Windsimulation zu reduzieren wird eine Methode vorgestellt um die Luftpartikel in 

einem relativ kleinem Bereich zu halten. Details bezüglich der Interaktion von 

Luftpartikeln mit harten Oberflächen werden diskutiert und eine Methode für diese 

Interaktion die sich für frei bewegliche Luftvolumen eignet wird vorgestellt. 

Numerische Stabilität der vorgestellten Methode wird ebenso behandelt. Die 

vorgestellte Wind Simulation wird bezüglich vertikaler und horizontaler 

Winddeflektion von Gelände evaluiert. Abschließend werden Limitationen in 

Rechenaufwand und der Simulation von turbulenter Luft diskutiert. 
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Abstract 

Flight simulation is an important mean of training for flight crews. One factor of flight 

simulation is the simulation of wind. The interaction of wind and terrain is often only 

approximated though. Based on computational fluid simulation, a new method is pro-

posed in this work that aims to give a more detailed simulation of wind-terrain interac-

tion. The smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) algorithm comes to use. A way to 

reduce computational cost of the fluid-based wind simulation by containing it in a 

relatively small volume is presented as well as the handling of solid boundaries for 

freely moveable fluid volumes. Numerical stability of the proposed algorithm is ad-

dressed. An evaluation in regards to vertical and horizontal deflection of wind by the 

terrain surface is conducted. Finally limitations of the proposed wind simulation 

method in regards to performance and simulation of turbulent air are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

The goal of flight simulation is to recreate the systems and environment of aircrafts 

for visualization, research or training purposes (Robinson, Mania and Perey 2004). 

One aspect of flight simulation is the simulation of air currents and its effects on air-

crafts. This work aims to find a method on how to improve upon common methods in 

desktop flight simulators for simulating these currents. 

This work focuses on desktop flight simulations run on common PCs. The strength 

of those programs lies in their portability and affordability. They allow flight crews to 

train almost anytime and anywhere and are suitable for basic aircraft familiarization 

and procedure training (Robinson, Mania and Perey 2004). For hobby pilots they are 

often the only available method for training, so convincingly recreating as many as-

pects of flying as possible on these programs may be very valuable to flight crews. 

Specifically the simulation of air masses at low altitudes is the topic of this work. 

Special attention lies on airflow above uneven terrain such as hills and mountains. In 

these environments airflow causes effects like ridge lift, upwind caused by wind hit-

ting obstacles like hill or mountain slopes as well as turbulence. It is very important 

for pilots to know when and where they occur. Glider pilots need to know where to 

find upwind and lift. Strong downwind and turbulence is a danger for any airplane. 

Especially for sports pilots they are a known cause of accidents. 

In regard to the mentioned wind effects and the question 

Can computational fluid dynamics improve the simulation of low-level 

wind with respect to wind-terrain interaction for current desktop flight 

simulation? 

a method to simulate wind at low altitudes based on computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) is proposed. Air currents below 1000 meters above ground are simulated with 

attention to terrain interaction. A particle based fluid simulation algorithm, called 

smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), is used. Said particles carry physical prop-

erties of the simulated fluid. The current state of the fluid is estimated by interpolating 

said properties between particles via weighting kernel functions to account for spatial 

distribution of particles. 
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1.1. Contribution 

In the course of this work, a wind simulation technique was developed, imple-

mented and tested. The contributions of this work are summed up as 

 a wind simulation based on the SPH algorithm. 

 a setup that enables an SPH-based fluid simulation to be confined within a 

small region which is freely movable in space. SPH particles can move within 

and through this region independently from the region’s own movement. 

 a method for flow-through boundaries that allows SPH particles to leave the 

fluid body while maintaining valid pressure conditions within the fluid body. 

 a simple method for solid boundaries, providing correct pressure conditions 

where the fluid interacts with solid objects, that is suitable for the proposed 

freely movable fluid simulation domain. 

 an implementation of the method that focuses on flexibility and modularity to 

allow for quick prototyping. The algorithm is split into separate operations that 

can be added and removed with little programming effort. Visualization and 

validation methods are included as well. 

 

1.2. Challenges 

Terrains used in flight simulation are potentially very large, Microsoft’s Flight Simu-

lator X for example allows to fly around the whole earth. The area of wind simulation 

has to be much smaller, otherwise the computational cost would be potentially too 

high to handle on a common desktop computer. This poses a challenge though since 

the particles of the SPH algorithm are usually only confined by hard obstacles, like 

water in a glass. Over an open terrain a SPH fluid would simply disperse. 

Other works have addressed similar problems in the past. Federico et al. (2012) 

provide a 2D basis on which the method to confine the SPH particles within a region 

of interest (ROI) is developed. This region is surrounded by more particles that do not 

follow the SPH simulation. They rather follow a predefined flow direction, referred to 

as global wind direction. They carry the same physical properties as the SPH parti-

cles. Once they enter the region of interest, they will be simulated as SPH particles. 

When an SPH particle leaves this area it becomes one of the non-simulated particles. 

This allows the SPH particles to move through the region of interest, and even leave 
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it, without the need to have this region cover the whole terrain. In this work this idea 

is expanded to 3D and the ROI is made freely movable. 

Moving the fluid body around introduces further issues concerning the interaction 

with solid bodies. When an SPH fluid collides with a solid object, such as the terrain, 

care has to be taken to ensure correct pressure conditions at the fluid boundary lay-

er. Based on the work of Marrone et al. (2011) immobile particles are created under-

neath the surface of the terrain or other solid objects. If no particles were present be-

low the surface the fluid particles at the boundary would not experience any pressure 

force when colliding with it. The reason is that a particle’s pressure is calculated 

based on the number and closeness of surrounding particles. 

As mentioned before, terrains in flight simulation can get very large, a vast amount 

of immobile particles would be needed to cover the entire surface. Instead it is pro-

posed to only use enough to cover the area in contact with the fluid and move those 

along with the ROI. 

 

1.3. Related Works 

Other methods to model wind and wind-terrain interaction exist and are used in 

desktop flight simulations, current to the date of writing. The proposed method offers 

advantages over some of those current methods: 

 Increased detail 

 No manual setup needed 

 No pre-processing or additional data needed 

Take as an example FlightGear, an open source flight simulator originally released 

in 1997 and still further developed today. The program simulates ridge lift based on 

the terrain’s shape, wind properties like speed and direction and the aircraft's posi-

tion. One concrete method available in the simulator is the one proposed by Forster-

Lewis (2007). Five probes are placed on the ground at different horizontal distances 

from the aircraft along the wind direction. The slopes between pairs of probes are 

calculated. The steepness of those slopes and the distance of the probes to the air-

craft determines how strong the up- or downwind is. Wind speed and aircraft altitude 

are also factored in. With the limited number of terrain sampling points, small surface 

details are easily overlooked. Furthermore, all sample points are positioned on one 
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line, parallel to the wind direction. Sideways deflection of wind by slopes that are not 

exactly perpendicular to the wind direction is neglected. 

In Microsoft’s Flight Simulator X, at the time of writing the latest in the series, up- 

and downwind over terrain can be defined manually. The so-called liftboxes can be 

placed by the scenario designer. Those boxes provide constant lift within the box and 

do not factor in terrain shape or wind speed. The scenario designer needs to manual-

ly setup lift boxes and determine the adequate lift strength. Besides a lack of details 

this method holds a number of obvious downsides. Manual placement limits the area 

in which terrain induces up- and downwind can be experienced to whatever the de-

signer can cover in a given time. Once a scenario is created this way, ridge lift will not 

adjust automatically to a change in wind condition. 

CumulusX is a plugin for Flight Simulator X that offers automatic calculation of 

ridge lift, similar to Forster-Lewis’ method. It requires a database of slope angles and 

directions of the simulation’s terrain. Therefore some pre-processing and additional 

data-storage is required to use CumulusX. 

 

1.4. Limitations 

The proposed SPH-based wind simulation method has several limitations. The 

simulation in this work is strictly confined to a relatively small area, e.g. 1 km3 and 

close to ground, below 1 km. The size of the simulation domain can be increased at 

the expense of spatial resolution and computation performance. Movement of air be-

yond the small simulation domain is out of the scope of this work. A steady global 

wind speed and velocity is assumed as input for the SPH-based method. 

Turbulence is not well modelled by the proposed SPH simulation. In reality, wind-

terrain interaction creates eddies. Those are experienced by aircraft as turbulence. 

The SPH method’s accuracy in regard of those turbulences is examined, but recreat-

ing the phenomenon faithfully is out of scope of this work. 

Note that some properties of the atmosphere are omitted in the proposed SPH 

method. Humidity and air temperature are important to simulate effects like thermal 

lift or cloud formation. They also influence the performance of aircrafts. However this 

work focuses on air movement due to pressure forces and interaction of air with a 

simple triangle mesh terrain. 
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Even though this method was developed with desktop flight simulation in mind, the 

necessary performance optimizations to achieve real-time are out of scope. The SPH 

algorithm is computationally expensive and simple implementations are unlikely to 

achieve real-time with a useful particle resolution. 
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2. Background 

In this chapter, a brief description of ridge lift and air turbulence is given in 2.1 and 

2.2. These phenomena will be referred to repeatedly throughout the paper. Some 

basic aviation terms that will be used are briefly explained in 2.3. 

 

2.1. Ridge Lift Definition 

As stated by Dennis Pagen (1992), ridge lift, also known as slope lift, may occur 

when air flows over an obstacle. If the obstacle’s horizontal expanse perpendicular to 

the wind direction is great enough, air will flow over it. The air stream is deflected up-

wards at the obstacle’s side that is facing into the wind. Figure 1 displays the flow of 

air around or over such obstacles. 

 

Figure 1: Obstacles deflecting flowing air. The left obstacle is narrow and air flows around. The wide 
obstacle to the right deflects air upwards, causing ridge lift. Image from Pagen 1992 

The intensity of ridge lift depends on various factors like wind speed, wind direc-

tion relative to a given slope, steepness of a given slope and surface properties of 

this slope. Properties of the atmosphere, such as temperature and humidity, play a 

role as well. Those will, however, not be considered within the scope of this work. 

Generally, the higher the wind speed and the steeper the slope is, the stronger will 

the resulting upwind be. The area in which the upwind expands will also increase with 

wind speed and slope angle. This area is also referred to as envelope. 
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Figure 2: Upwind based on slope angle and wind velocity. The steeper the slope and the stronger the 
wind, the stronger the resulting upwind will be. Image from Pagen 1992 

Figure 2 shows upwind strength for a given slope angle and wind speed, assuming 

that wind direction is perpendicular to the slope. Note that both meters per second 

and feet per minute are stated for upwind strength. In aviation in western countries 

vertical speed and altitudes are commonly stated in feet per minute or feet respec-

tively. 

 

2.2. Turbulence Definition 

Pagen (1992, 113) gives the working definition “the random chaotic swirling of air” for 

the term turbulence. They are caused by eddies in the air, which are also called ro-

tors. When such a swirl passes a point of interest (POI) rapid changes in wind speed 

and direction are experienced there, as seen in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: An eddy flowing by point A. At this point rapid changes in wind speed and direction are ob-
served. This is referred to as turbulence. Image from Pagen 1992 
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Depending on the size of the eddies, an aircraft experiences turbulences different-

ly. Small eddies of few centimeters in diameter cause rapid bumps. Larger eddies, 

with diameters up to the aircrafts wingspan, may cause control issues and strong 

bumps. Eddies even larger than that cause sudden ascents, descents and even roll-

ing and yawing. Possible consequences in severe cases are stalling, where the air-

craft’s wings cease to produce sufficient lift, or pitch overs, where the aircraft is 

turned upside down (Pagen 1992). 

Turbulence may be caused due to different reasons. In this work, mechanically in-

duced turbulence is of interest. When air flows around an obstacle it will cause ed-

dies. Usually those eddies are stationary, remaining at said obstacles. They may 

however sometimes be blown downstream. The stronger the wind, the bigger and 

more intense the eddies get, and the further they are carried off downstream, as 

shown in figure 4 (Pagen 1992). 

 

Figure 4: Mechanically induced eddies around an obstacle. From top to bottom wind strength increas-
es, causing the air to become more and more turbulent. Image from Pagen 1992 
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Other causes for turbulence include thermals and shears. Thermals are warm, as-

cending air masses. Shears occur on boundaries of air masses moving with different 

speeds or even different directions. Both, thermals and shears, are out of scope of 

this work. 

 

2.3. Aviation Terms 

As a number of terms common in aviation will be used throughout the paper, an 

overview with brief explanations is provided here. 

Ailerons are the control surfaces on the wings. They roll the aircraft around its 

longitudinal axis. 

Air Speed is the speed of an aircraft relative to the surrounding air. One can fur-

ther distinguish between indicated and true airspeed. True airspeed is the air-

planes actual speed relative to the surrounding air. Indicated airspeed is 

measured via a tube with a forward facing opening, the so-called pitot tube. 

The pressure of the air flowing into the pitot tube is the basis for the indicated 

air speed. With increasing altitude, air density decreases. This causes the 

pressure in the pitot tube to decrease. Therefore, indicated air speed decreas-

es with increasing altitude, even if true air speed remains the same. 

Control Surfaces are the movable parts of an aircraft’s wings and stabilizers. 

They are used to control the aircraft’s attitude. 

Course is the actual travel direction of an aircraft. It is the sum of the aircraft’s ve-

locity vector in heading direction and the wind velocity vector. 

Elevator is the control surface on the horizontal stabilizer. It rotates the aircraft 

around the lateral axis. 

Ground Level is the altitude of a point of terrain above sea level. In western coun-

tries, in the context of aviation, this is usually given in feet. In this work, howev-

er, meters are used. 

Ground Speed is the speed of an aircraft relative to the ground. It is the sum of 

true air speed and wind speed. 

Heading is the direction that the airplane is facing. In calm wind conditions, this is 

the direction in which the aircraft will travel. 

Rudder is the control surface of the vertical stabilizer and rotates the aircraft 

around the vertical axis. 

Sea Level, or mean sea level, is the average surface level of the ocean. 
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Variometer is an instrument that indicates the rate of ascent or descent, usually in 

feet per minute. The displayed rate of change is derived from changing static 

air pressure around the aircraft due to altitude change. 

Wingspan of an airplane is the distance between the wingtips. For helicopters the 

rotor diameter is equivalent to the wingspan. 
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3. Related Work 

This work is based upon CFD and explores its usefulness for flight simulation. 

More specifically, the simulation of air flow using CFD is explored. There are several 

examples of previous works dealing with similar cases. Lee, Sezer-Uzol, Horn, Long 

and Lyle (2005) used CFD to simulate the air wakes around ships during helicopter 

take offs and landings. What they did was somewhat similar to what is done in this 

work. Although, they did focus on a very specific setting and a small spatial domain, 

the area directly around a ship. Also, they worked on high fidelity flight simulations, 

which commonly include specialized hardware and cockpit replications, rather than 

desktop flight simulations. 

Galway (2009) uses CFD to predict wind and turbulence patterns in urban envi-

ronments. He uses these predictions to enhance the performance of unmanned aeri-

al vehicles (UAVs) in urban environments. 

Porté-Agel et al. (2011) make use of large-eddy simulation (LES) to predict airflow 

at planned wind turbine sites. Their focus is on predicting how the air flow will be in-

fluenced by placement of wind turbines and the wakes caused by these turbines. The 

goal is to predict an optimal configuration of wind turbine sites, so that each turbine 

can achieve a maximum efficiency. LES is a field of CFD that deals with simulating 

the large-scale part of turbulent flows (Mathew 2010). 

This work was developed with desktop flight simulation in mind. In chapter 3.1, 

models for turbulence and ridge lift implemented in flight simulations, current to the 

time of writing, are investigated. Models for both effects, available in FlightGear, Mi-

crosoft Flight Simulator X and Prepar3D by Lockheed Martin, are presented. Fur-

thermore CumulusX, a plugin for Flight Simulator X, is discussed. Its purpose is to 

improve the simulation of ridge lift and thermals to provide better environmental pre-

requisites for flying gliders. 

The SPH algorithm is used as the basic method for simulating fluids in this work. 

More specifically, wind over a large terrain will be simulated. Fluid simulation in gen-

eral is based on the Navier-Stokes equations. Those equations describe the move-

ment of bodies of fluid and will be discussed in chapter 3.2. After covering those ba-

sics, the SPH algorithm will be discussed in some detail in chapter 3.3, followed by a 

discussion on techniques for solid and open boundaries in chapters 3.4 and 3.5. 
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3.1. Weather systems in Flight Simulation 

In the following, an overview over some popular desktop flight simulations for civil 

aviation is given. The weather systems of those simulations are examined to provide 

the reader with an overview of currently used methods for ridge lift and turbulence 

simulation or modeling. 

 

3.1.1. FlightGear 

FlightGear, as previously mentioned in chapter 1, is an open source flight simula-

tion that was originally released in 1997 (FlightGear Wiki. n.d.). As was briefly men-

tioned, flight gear does simulate ridge lift by implementing a method proposed by 

Forster-Lewis (2007). 

It was already briefly explained that this method uses terrain altitude at a small 

number of locations near the aircraft to determine terrain slopes, which are the basis 

for calculating up- and downwind. Five locations, called probes, are chosen along an 

axis ,hinging on the aircraft, parallel to wind direction. The horizontal distances of 

those probes are 0, 250, 750, 2000 and -100 meters in wind direction. From those 

points, five slopes, or in other words the altitude differences between neighboring 

probes, are calculated. Furthermore, slopes are weighed by distance and lift is ad-

justed for airplane altitude above ground. At very low altitude ground friction and 

small obstacles dissipate lift. At high altitudes, above 130 meters, lift dissipates as 

well. In between the full effect occurs. 

This method was implemented to serve as reference for testing ridge lift effects in 

the proposed SPH-based method. A simple drone, an object without a flight model 

but just a constant velocity, using this lift model is used as base line. Implementation 

details are provided in chapter 4.10 and results are provided and discussed in chap-

ter 5.2. 

As far as turbulence goes, FlightGear offers a number of implementations for the 

user to choose from. Several possible turbulence models are implemented within 

JSBSim, one of two flight models currently offered in the simulation. 

JSBSim’s default turbulence model takes random values, in a range of zero to 

one, for each directional axis. This is the basis for the resulting turbulent force vector. 

The horizontal force components are then reduced, and the overall force is adjusted 

for ground proximity. If the point of interest is lower than three wingspans over 
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ground, the force is reduced exponentially with zero force at ground level. Finally the 

forces are adjusted for aircraft dimensions, namely wingspan and tail length. The 

other two models are similar with differences in details like influence of aircraft size or 

atmospheric properties (Berndt et al. 2009). 

 

3.1.2. Flight Simulator X 

Flight Simulator X (FSX) is the latest installation in Microsoft’s Flight Simulator se-

ries as of the time of writing. It was originally released in 2006. The first title of the 

series was released in 1982. Microsoft released a predecessor to FSX called Mi-

crosoft Flight. Development and support for Flight was cancelled in 2012 though, and 

multiplayer servers were closed in 2014. In the same year a new build of FSX was 

released, therefore it is considered the more current product. 

Vertical air movement in FSX is implemented as so-called thermal descriptions. 

They have a number of properties, describing potential thermals, including a range of 

possible lift and turbulence intensity, a range of possible thermal size, and potential 

influence altitude. Each thermal description is associated with a landscape type. (Mi-

crosoft n.d.) 

FSX partitions its terrain into squares of 1.2 kilometers side length, each of which 

is assigned a landscape type. Those types are based on the Olson Land Classifica-

tion table. This table is based on the work of Olson, Watts and Allison (1983) who 

created a global database on major world ecosystems. The original use of the table 

and database was to map global carbon density to different ecosystems. Those eco-

systems are grouped in the categories 

 Forest and Woodland 

 Interrupted Woods 

 Mainly Cropped, Residential, Commercial, Park 

 Grass and Shrub Complexes 

 Tundra and Dessert 

 Major Wetlands 

 Other Coastal, Aquatic and Miscellaneous 

Thermals result from ground getting heated up by the sun. Air over hot ground 

heats up and rises. Woodland, for example, heats up slower than a patch of sand or 

a large area of tarmac. Therefore, it makes sense to have different lift definitions for 

different land classifications. 
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Ridge lift can be simulated by placing so-called lift boxes. A lift box is a cube with a 

given side length, position, and orientation. A scalar defines the rate of up- or down-

wind relative to the horizontal wind speed in the box. So if the scalar is 0.5 and the 

wind speed is 8 m/s the upwind would be 4 m/s. If the scalar is negative it results in 

downwind. 

Placing lift boxes is done by scenario designers. This means that ridge lift does not 

automatically result from wind. Designers have to be careful to match placed lift box-

es with the wind conditions of the scenario. The up- and downwind has to be posi-

tioned manually according to wind direction and ridge orientation and match the lift 

strength with wind speed. 

 

3.1.3. Prepar3D 

Prepar3D, pronounced ‚prepared‘, is a desktop flight simulation by Lockheed Mar-

tin. Lockheed Martin is an aircraft developer and manufacturer based in the USA. 

Prepar3D is based on Microsoft ESP. ESP contains a number of tools to enable sim-

ulation of any kind of real world vehicle or object. Like in FSX, in Prepar3D those ob-

jects are primarily aircrafts. This means that what was described above in chapter 

3.1.2 applies to Prepar3d as well. 

 

3.1.4. CumulsX 

CumulusX is an add-on for FSX. It was created to provide scenarios suitable for 

gliding. To stay airborne, gliders rely on upwards moving air, such as ridge lift and 

thermals. CumulusX provides automatic generation and placement of thermals ac-

cording to weather and terrain conditions, as well as generation of ridge lift. 

According to the provided documentation of CumulusX, ridge lift is based on the 

terrain slope, wind speed and wind direction (Lürkens 2015). Two areas, one upwind 

and one downwind, are used to calculate lift. The size of those areas depends on the 

altitude of the aircraft above ground. By increasing the area size at high altitudes mi-

nor terrain features have lose influence. In older versions of the plugin, information on 

the slope angle of a given point of the terrain is stored in a slope data base, which 

has to be created based on given terrain data. 

Calculated lift is reduced according to altitude layers. The first layer starts at 

ground level and reaches up to 20 meters above ground. The lift factor is 0 at ground 

and increases back to nominal value at 20 meters. Beyond 20 meters the lift factor is 
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reduced with increasing altitude. The rate of lift reduction depends on the steepness 

of the slopes, encountered at the area of interest. Steep slopes will cause higher ris-

ing upwind than shallow slopes. 

Thermals are created by placing a large number of inactive ones at random and 

then analyzing the ground and weather conditions at each thermal. Only those with 

favorable conditions and relatively close to the aircraft are activated. The thermal pa-

rameters are adjusted according to season, terrain slope and surface characteristics. 

Surfaces which heat up well under sunshine, like sand or tarmac, will cause stronger 

thermals. Atmospheric conditions may alter or limit thermals. They are generally lim-

ited to the altitude of the cloud base layer and appear with different strength and fre-

quency in different seasons of the year. 

 

3.2. Fluid Simulation 

There are two basic viewpoints commonly used in fluid simulation, the Eulerian 

and the Lagrangian viewpoint. 

The Eulerian viewpoint is named after the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler. 

Fixed points are placed in space at which properties of the fluid, like density, velocity 

or temperature are measured. When the fluid is moving those measurements will 

change over time, as the fluid moves past those fixed points. For example, there 

could be a volume of warm fluid followed by cold fluid. As they move by a measuring 

point, the temperature at that point will change from warm to cold. Besides movement 

of the fluid the measurements may also change because of dissipation or a global 

change in the fluid. If warm water is poured into a pool of cold water the temperature 

of the warm water will dissipate until the pool has an even temperature. The tempera-

ture may also decrease or increase globally over time, e.g. because of sun light. 

The Lagrangian viewpoint is named after the mathematician Joseph-Louis La-

grange. Fluids are treated as sets of particles. One might think of each particle as 

being one molecule of the fluid, although, those particles may be much bigger than 

actual molecules. So one should keep in mind that one particle may represent a 

whole packet of fluid molecules. Besides having a position and velocity, those parti-

cles may also have other properties, like density or temperature. Besides collision, 

particles may interact in other ways like attraction or dissipation. 

Bridson (2008) provides an intuitive example on how to think of those two meth-

ods. One may imagine two ways of doing a weather report. The Lagrangian way 
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would be to release a weather balloon, which will move with a volume of air and 

measure change of temperature, humidity and whatever is of interest in that volume. 

The Eulerian way would be to place a weather station on the ground and measure 

the change of interesting properties over time at this fixed point. 

From a practical point of view, both ways of thinking have advantages and disad-

vantages. An implementation of the Lagrangian view would simulate fluids as particle 

systems. This resembles more closely how one might think of fluids in physics. The 

Eulerian view on the other hand would be implemented as a fixed grid. It is easier to 

work out spatial derivatives on such a grid. Desbrun, Kanso and Tong (2006) de-

scribe how to do so on arbitrarily shaped grid meshes, while Elcot et al. directly apply 

those methods to fluid simulation. Conservation of mass and boundary conditions on 

the other hand are solved easier in particle based methods. Lagrangian simulations 

are also free to move in space, while Eulerian simulations are confined to the space 

covered by their grid. Choosing one or the other approach comes down to the re-

quirement of the individual use case. 

The motion of fluids is described by the partial differential Navier-Stokes equa-

tions. The equation describing the acceleration of the fluid, called the momentum 

equation, is 

𝜕 �⃗� 

𝜕𝑡
+ �⃗� ∙ ∇�⃗� +

1

𝜌
∇p = 𝑔 + 𝑣∇ ∙ ∇�⃗�  

(3.1) 

where �⃗�  stands for velocity, 𝜌 stands for the fluid’s density and 𝑝 for pressure. 𝑔  is 

called the body force and 𝑣 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 

The different terms of the equation describe different forces that influence the flu-

id’s motion. Bridson (2008) provides an intuitive way of thinking about each term. Im-

agine any fluid as being made up from small particles. Each particle would have 

mass 𝑚, volume 𝑉 and velocity �⃗� . Now the terms of the momentum equation can be 

seen as forces acting on those particles. To support this way of looking at it, the mo-

mentum equation is rewritten as 

𝑚
𝐷�⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= 𝑚𝑔 − 𝑉∇p + 𝑉𝜇∇ ∙ ∇�⃗�  

(3.2) 

The term 𝑚𝑔  describes an external force that acts evenly on the whole fluid. A typ-

ical example would be gravity. It can also be the sum of multiple forces, like gravity 

and wind. V∇𝑝 describes the pressure force acting upon a particle of fluid. ∇𝑝 is the 

gradient of pressure at a given point. Since the gradient of a function has the direc-

tion of steepest ascent, and the pressure force would act in direction of lower pres-
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sure, the negative of the gradient is used. The particle is supposed to move towards 

low pressure, so in direction of steepest descent. To approximate integration of the 

pressure force over the volume of the particle the gradient is multiplied by the particle 

volume 𝑉. 

𝑉𝜇∇ ∙ ∇�⃗�  describes the viscosity of the fluid. Fluids with high viscosity try to resist 

deformation, while fluids with low viscosity deform quickly. Honey for example has a 

higher viscosity than water. ∇ ∙ ∇ is the so called Laplacian operator, which measures 

the difference of a quantity at a point from the average of this quantity around that 

point. The Laplacian is often alternatively written as ∇2. In this case the quantity in 

question is the velocity �⃗� . The factor 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity coefficient. As de-

scribed above in regards to the pressure force, 𝑉 is used to approximate integration 

over the particle’s volume. 

To reduce errors introduced by the approximations done in the above terms, the 

number of particles in a volume of fluid can be increased. The more particles, the 

smaller the volume and mass per particle gets. This poses a problem when the num-

ber of particles goes to infinity because the volume and mass per particle goes to 

zero. Dividing by 𝑉 takes care of this problem. This results in the equation 

𝑚

𝑉

𝐷�⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
=

𝑚

𝑉
𝑔 − ∇p + 𝜇∇ ∙ ∇�⃗�  

(3.3) 

𝑚/𝑉 equals the fluid density 𝜌. By dividing by 𝜌, defining the kinematic viscosity 𝑣 

as 𝜇/𝜌 and rearranging the terms the equation becomes 

𝐷�⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
+

1

𝜌
∇p = 𝑔 + 𝑣∇ ∙ ∇�⃗�  

(3.4) 

Now the equation is almost back to the initial form seen in equation 3.1. The dif-

ference is the first term 
𝐷�⃗⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
. This is called material derivative. To get the rate of 

change in time t for a value described by a function at a point x⃗  in space of the form 

q(t, x⃗ ) one has to take the derivative of this function 

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑞(𝑡, 𝑥 ) =

𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑞 ∙

𝑑𝑥 

𝑑𝑡
 (3.5) 

 =
𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑞 ∙ �⃗�  (3.6) 

 ≡
𝐷𝑞

𝐷𝑡
 (3.7) 

Pedley (1997) shows how the momentum equation can be derived from Newton’s 

laws of motion. The first law of motion states that whenever an object changes its 
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state of motion, a force is applied. The second law, as stated in equation 3.8, shows 

that the acceleration from said force equals the force divided by the object’s mass. 

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎 (3.8) 

The momentum equation gives the momentum 𝑚𝑝 for a body of fluid caused by in-

ternal and external forces. Momentum is defined as 

𝑚𝑝 = 𝑚𝑣 (3.9) 

Changes in the velocity 𝑣 are caused by internal and external forces. So equation 

3.1 describes how the momentum within a body of fluid changes over time. Note that 

𝑝 is the common symbol for momentum. In the rest of this work 𝑝 is used for pressure 

though, so 𝑚𝑝 is used instead for momentum. 

Many fluids have an almost constant volume. Small changes in density and pres-

sure, and therefore volume, occur in fluids in the form of sound waves. That is true 

for liquids and gases alike, although it is harder to change the volume of a liquid. Ex-

treme situations, like putting the fluid into a pump, or sonic booms, may change the 

volume more visibly (Bridson 2008). The change of volume caused by sound waves 

is negligible when dealing with fluid motion on a macroscopic level (like waves on a 

sea shore). Other than that, fluids do not change volume under normal circumstance, 

so for many simulation cases it is acceptable to assume that a fluid is incompressible. 

This incompressibility can be expressed as  

∇ ∙ �⃗� = 0 (3.10) 

In literature this is often referred to as the incompressibility constraint. 

 

 

Figure 5: Flow in and out of a rectangular region in space. For a fluid to have constant volume the sum 
of in- and outflow must be zero. Image from Pedley 1997 
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To derive this formula, imagine a constant arbitrary rectangular volume in a fluid. 

The amount of mass within this volume will change with the rate of fluid entering the 

volume across its surface. Figure 5 illustrates the flow in and out of such a volume. 

Formally, this is described as 

∆𝑥∆𝑦∆𝑧
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
= ∆𝑦∆𝑧([𝜌𝑢]𝑥 − [𝜌𝑢]𝑥+∆𝑥) 

+∆𝑧∆𝑥([𝜌𝑣]𝑦 − [𝜌𝑣]𝑦+∆𝑦) 

+∆𝑥∆𝑦([𝜌𝑤]𝑧 − [𝜌𝑤]𝑧+∆𝑧) 

 

 

 

(3.11) 

∆𝑥, ∆𝑦 ∆𝑧 are the side lengths in each dimension of the volume. 𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑤 are the 

components of velocity vector �⃗� . So equation 3.11 describes how much mass is en-

tering the volume at each face. Dividing this by ∆𝑥∆𝑦∆𝑧 and taking the limit results in 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
= −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝜌𝑢) −

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝜌𝑣) −

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝜌𝑤) 

(3.12) 

In short equation 3.12 can be written as 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
= −∇ ∙ (𝜌�⃗� ) 

(3.13) 

since the divergence operator ∇ ∙ is defined as 

∇ ∙ �⃗� =
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
 

(3.14) 

Equation 3.13 expresses that the density in a given volume increases if diver-

gence in that field is negative. In other words, if the fluid converges on that volume, 

density increases. It was stated earlier that it is sufficient to assume that the simulat-

ed fluid is incompressible, so the density may not change over time. Equation (3.15) 

expresses that the divergence in any volume of fluid must be zero. If the fluid can not 

diverge at any given point, its volume can not decrease. Therefore equation 3.15 is 

called the incompressibility constraint. 

∇ ∙ �⃗� = 0 (3.15) 

 

3.3. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics 

Smoothed particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a Lagrangian method that was intro-

duced in 1977 by R. A. Gingold and J. J. Monaghan (1977). It was initially applied to 

complex problems in astrophysics that lack spherical symmetry. Solving said prob-

lems numerically on a grid would have greatly increased complexity. A symmetric 
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problem would need N grid points on a 1 dimensional grid while a asymmetric prob-

lem would need N3 grid points. 

SPH uses parcels of fluid that move according to forces such as pressure, gravity, 

or magnetic forces. Those parcels will be called particles. The fluid equation only 

needs to be solved at the positions of said fluid particles. They are distributed ran-

domly according to the fluid’s density. To actually get the density at each particle po-

sition the smoothed kernel method introduced by Bartlett in 1963 and Paren in 1962 

is used. This method can be thought of as an approximation to an integral according 

to the Monte Carlos procedure. (Gingold and Monaghan 1977) 

To interpolate an arbitrary quantity 𝐴, the SPH algorithm uses the equation 

 𝐴𝐼(𝑟) =  ∫ 𝐴(𝑟′)𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟′, ℎ)𝑑𝑟′ (3.16) 

where 𝑟 is the position at which to interpolate and 𝑟′ is the position from which to 

interpolate. 𝑊 is the kernel function and ℎ is the kernels support radius. 𝑊 weighs 

the quantity 𝐴 at distance 𝑟′ to account for decreasing influence at increasing dis-

tance. The interpolation is integrated over the kernel’s support radius. To apply this 

interpolation to a fluid, and ultimately to SPH, the fluid needs to be treated as a set of 

elements. An element 𝑎 has mass 𝑚𝑎, density 𝜌𝑎 and position 𝑟𝑎. 

 𝐴𝐼(𝑟) =  ∫
𝐴(𝑟′)

𝜌(𝑟′)
𝜌(𝑟′)𝑑𝑟′ (3.17) 

When discretizing the fluid into particles the integral of equation 3.17 is approxi-

mated by 

 𝐴𝐼(𝑟) =  ∑ 𝑚𝑁
𝐴𝑁

𝜌𝑁
𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁 , ℎ)𝑁  (3.18) 

𝑁 is the number of all other particles. Since the kernel function 𝑊 is 0 beyond ℎ, in 

practice only the particles closer than ℎ have to be considered. Therefore 𝑁 will only 

refer to the particles closer than ℎ, the so-called neighbors. 

As an example consider the interpolation of density ρ at point 𝑟. 

 𝜌(𝑟) =  ∑ 𝑚𝑁𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁 , ℎ)𝑁  (3.19) 

In practice, 𝑟 is the position of a particle. Theoretically it can be a non-particle posi-

tion as well. Considering this it becomes clearer that, when estimating the density at 

the particle with position 𝑟, 𝑁 must include this particle as well. Its own mass influ-

ences the density at 𝑟 just like the mass of the neighbours. 

Density estimation is the first step when calculating pressure based forces in flu-

ids. The next step is to calculate the pressure at each particle, and based upon that 
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the pressure gradient. Assuming no other forces, like gravity or magnetism, the parti-

cles will move along the pressure gradient. Pressure 𝑝 is calculated as 

 𝑝 = 𝑘𝜌 (3.20) 

where 𝑘 is a gas constant. The influence of temperature on pressure forces can be 

accounted for by modifying 𝑘 accordingly. Desbrun and Gascuel (1996) propose an 

alternative equation that allows to define the density the fluid has when settled 

 𝑝 = 𝑘(𝑝 − 𝑝0) (3.21) 

where 𝑝0 is said density of the settled fluid. It is called rest density. The pressure 

force follows the negative gradient of the pressure. The gradient of a function is di-

rected towards the steepest ascent. Pressure however pushes objects towards lower 

pressure, therefore the negative of the pressure gradient comes to use. 

 𝑓𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = −∇𝑝(𝑟𝑖) (3.22) 

In terms of integration approximation this becomes 

 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = −∑ 𝑚𝑁
𝑝𝑁

𝜌𝑁
∇𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁, ℎ)𝑁  (3.23) 

Where ∇W is the gradient of the kernel function. In practice, this calculation will 

most likely result in asymmetric forces. Consider two particles 𝑎 and 𝑏. 𝑎 uses the 

pressure at 𝑏 to calculate the gradient and 𝑏 uses the pressure at 𝑎. If the pressure is 

not equal at those particles it will result in different forces, violating Newton’s third 

law. An alternative formulation that respects Newton’s third law is proposed by Mül-

ler, Charypar and Gross (2003) 

 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = −∑ 𝑚𝑁
𝑝+𝑝𝑁

2𝜌𝑁
∇𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁, ℎ)𝑁  (3.24) 

𝑝+𝑝𝑁

2𝜌𝑁
 means that the pressure at the particle of interest and the current neighbor 

are considered. Therefore the calculation results in the same pressure force at both 

particles. 

To evaluate the viscosity term 𝜇∇2𝑣 of the Navier-Stokes equation at a particle, the 

velocities at its neighbors are considered. Based on equation 3.18, the viscosity force 

can be calculated as 

 𝑓𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝜇 ∑ 𝑚𝑁
𝑣𝑁

𝜌𝑁
∇2𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁 , ℎ)𝑁  (3.25) 

which may again result in asymmetric forces. This becomes clear when again 

considering two particles 𝑎 and 𝑏, which may have different velocities. Müller, 

Charypar and Gross (2003) propose an alternative to this as well. They point out that 

viscosity forces depend on velocity differences, rather than on absolute velocities. 
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Considering this, the following alternative to equation 3.25 can be expressed as 

 𝑓𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝜇 ∑ 𝑚𝑁
𝑣𝑁−𝑣

𝜌𝑁
∇2𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁 , ℎ)𝑁  (3.26) 

Body forces 𝑔 are trivial to apply. Their calculation, if there is any necessary, is not 

part of the fluid simulation. They are applied equally to each particle. 

As Gingold and Monaghan (1977) pointed out, kernels are required to have com-

pact support. Beyond the support radius they evaluate to zero. This is a performance 

requirement, this way particles beyond the support radius can be ignored. 

Another requirement for kernel functions is to be continuously derivable twice. 

Considering equations 3.24 and 3.26 one can see that the gradient ∇𝑊(𝑟, ℎ) and the 

Laplacian ∇2𝑊(𝑟, ℎ) are used. The gradient and the Laplacian of a bilinear function 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) are defined as 

 ∇𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = (
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑥
,
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑦
) (3.27) 

 ∇2𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = (
𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑥2 +
𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑦2) 
(3.28) 

Gingold and Monaghan (1977) used a Gaussian kernel in their original paper. In 

one dimension this kernel has the form 

 𝑊(𝑟, ℎ) =
1

ℎ√𝜋
𝑒−(𝑥2/ℎ2) (3.29) 

Lucy (1977), who in 1977 independently developed a method equivalent to SPH 

used the kernel 

 𝑊(𝑟, ℎ) =
105

16𝜋ℎ3 (
1−𝑟

ℎ
)3(

1+3𝑟

ℎ
) (3.30) 

The Poly6 kernel was designed by Müller, Charypar and Gross (2003) with com-

putational performance in mind. 𝑟 only appears squared, therefore, taking the square 

root when calculating the eulerian distance between two particles can be avoided. 

 𝑊(𝑟, ℎ) =
315

64𝜋ℎ9 (ℎ2 − 𝑟2)3 (3.31) 

 

3.4. Solid Boundary 

Fluids often need to interact with solid objects, such as containers. In a Lagrangian 

method, such as SPH, it would be easy to simply implement rigid body collision be-

tween the fluid particles and the solid objects. However, this causes simulation er-

rors. The calculation of density at particles close to the solid boundary would be erro-

neous. Since there are no particles present beyond the solid boundary to influence 
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density estimation at those particles close to the boundary, it will result in an underes-

timation of density. 

A common solution to fix the mentioned issue in density calculation is to use parti-

cles on the other side of the solid boundary. One such scheme is presented by Co-

lagrossi and Landrini (2003). They propose a method called ghost particles. At each 

time step the particles within a layer with thickness of the kernel support radius are 

mirrored on the opposite side of the solid boundary. The position of the mirroring par-

ticles is based on the position of the mirrored particle and the boundary. The distance 

of the mirrored particle to the boundary is the same as the distance of the mirroring 

particle to the boundary. The position of the ghost particle is given by 

 𝑟𝑖𝑀 = 2𝑟𝑤 − 𝑟𝑖 (3.32) 

 

𝑟𝑖 being the position of the mirrored particle, 𝑟𝑖𝑀 being the position of the mirroring 

particle and 𝑟𝑤 the position of the point of the boundary by which to mirror. 

Velocity components tangential and normal to the boundary are mirrored in the fol-

lowing way 

 𝑣𝑖𝑀𝑛 = 2𝑉𝑤𝑛 − 𝑣𝑖𝑛 (3.33) 

 𝑣𝑖𝑀𝑡 = 𝑣𝑖𝑡 (3.34) 

where n denotes the normal velocity components and t the tangential component to 

the boundary. So the tangential velocity component of the mirroring particle 𝑣𝑖𝑀𝑡 is 

equal to the tangential velocity component of the mirrored particle 𝑣𝑖𝑡. Therefore, the 

boundary will behave as a free-slip boundary. There is no friction tangential to the 

surface. A no-slip version has not been proposed by Colagrossi and Landrini (2003). 

The normal velocity component 𝑣𝑖𝑀𝑛, however, is influenced by the velocity of the 

solid object 𝑉𝑤𝑛. 

The pressure of the mirroring particle is simply identical to the pressure of the mir-

rored particle 

 𝑝𝑖𝑀 = 𝑝𝑖 (3.35) 

Marrone et al. (2011) propose an alternative method based on ghost particles, 

called fixed ghost particles. Other than in the normal ghost particle method, the fixed 

ghost particles are created only once at the beginning of the simulation at fixed posi-

tions. The particles are arranged in a layer beginning just below the surface with a 

thickness of support kernel radius. To find the positions of particles, the surface is 

assumed to be a spline discretized into regularly spaced points. Normals and tan-
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gents along the surface can therefore be calculated based on said spline, with the 

normals facing into the solid object. The points defining the discretized spline are du-

plicated in direction of the normals to define a new spline. This new spline needs to 

be discretized again into evenly spaced points to repeat the process until enough 

points are created to fill a layer of kernel support radius thickness. The fixed ghost 

particles take the position of the discrete points along each spline. Figure 6 illustrates 

fixed ghost particles along a bend surface. 

 

Figure 6: Fixed ghost particles and interpolation points along a surface. The physical properties of the 
ghosts will be calculated at their corresponding interpolation points which are placed within the fluid 
region. Image from Marrone et al. 2011 

Other than in Landrini’s original ghost particle method, the physical properties of 

the fixed ghost particles are not based on a paired SPH particle. Interpolation points 

within the SPH domain are used to calculate said properties instead. The positions of 

those interpolation points are the positions of the fixed ghost particles, mirrored by 

the solid boundary surface. 

Free-slip and no-slip surfaces are both easily realized. For free-slip surfaces, the 

particle velocity calculated at the ghost’s corresponding interpolation point is used as 

is. No-slip surfaces however are realized by reversing the tangential velocity compo-

nent. In any case, the normal component of the velocity is reversed. 

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. The normal ghost particle 

method is simpler and has no need for artificial interpolation points like the fixed 

ghost particle method. It potentially needs less ghost particles because they are only 

created where the fluid actually comes close to the boundary. This might be only a 
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small fraction of the actual surface of the solid object. Fixed ghost particles on the 

other hand have the advantage of adding less additional computational work since 

most of it is done only once, at the beginning of the simulation. It also avoids some 

potential issues that may arise in the normal ghost particle method when dealing with 

complex boundary shapes. Sharp edges for instance need to be handled carefully 

with normal ghost particles. Equation 3.32, which describes how to place ghost parti-

cles, might cause problems in such a case. Figure 7 gives an example case. Since 

the fixed ghost particles are always distributed evenly along the boundary such cases 

are easier to handle. 

 

Figure 7: Misplaced ghost particle due to a sharp boundary edge. The ghost particle’s position is the 
position of the original particle sunk into the solid body surface along the surface normal. In this case 
the ghost erroneously ends up above the surface because of the surface shape. 

 

3.5. Open Boundary 

The proposed use case of flight simulation demands for a vast terrain with typically 

multiple hundreds of square kilometers or more. Simulating airflow over the whole 

terrain using the SPH method appears unfeasible on current desktop computers. 

Consider using particles with a diameter of 100 meters. To cover an area with a side 

length of 10 km with a single layer of particles 106 of them would be needed. 

To account for this problem, the airflow simulation is constrained to a relatively 

small area around a point of interest (POI). The method used to achieve this is based 

on the work of Federico et al. (2012). 

To simulate open channels in 2D, they use two extra sets of particles, one up-

stream and one downstream of the actual SPH particles. Those two sets move with 
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the direction of flow, but do not simulate forces in between their particles. The up-

stream set is referred to as inflow particles, while the downstream set is referred to as 

outflow particles. Between the three sets, thresholds are defined, referred to as inflow 

and outflow threshold. Figure 8 shows those particle sets and thresholds. When a 

particle crosses the inflow threshold, between the inflow set and SPH set, the particle 

is removed from the inflow set and added to the SPH set. Consequently, this particle 

is now fully simulated according to SPH. Similarly once a particle crosses the outflow 

threshold, between the SPH and outflow set, it moves from the SPH to the outflow 

set. Thereafter it is no longer simulated as an SPH particle. 

 

Figure 8: Inflow, SPH and outflow particles with fixed ghost particles underneath. Inflow particles move 
from left to right regardless of fluid forces. Right of the inflow threshold the SPH simulation and result-
ing forces takes over. Once an SPH particle crosses the outflow threshold it moves along according to 
its last assigned velocity by the SPH simulation. Image from Marrone et al. 2012 

Upstream, the inflow particles are initially arranged on a regular grid. Velocity and 

pressure conditions are assigned to them and they move according to the assigned 

velocity. Once they cross over to the SPH set, their properties change according to 

the simulation. After crossing over to the outflow set the properties are frozen, SPH 

simulation ceases and the particles move along according to their last velocity, as-

signed in the SPH set. 

The inflow and outflow sets are necessary to maintain correct hydrostatic pressure 

at the in- and outflow thresholds. So although the particles in those sets themselves 

are not simulated, they influence the particles within the SPH set. Without the two 

sets, the particles at the left and right boundaries of the SPH set would not experi-

ence any pressure from the fluid that would be present up- and downstream in a con-

tinuous channel. So the main reason for the in- and outflow sets is to get correct den-
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sity and pressure values near the in- and outflow threshold of the SPH set. Therefore 

these two sets need to expand at least as far as the radius of the SPH kernel support 

radius from the respective thresholds up- and downstream. 
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4. Method 

The main objective of this work is to simulate airflow over terrain. To achieve this, 

a setup consisting of a polygonal terrain created from a height map and a fluid simu-

lation to simulate airflow over said terrain is used. The final goal is to derive wind 

forces acting upon objects in the simulation. The simulation is made with aircrafts as 

objects in mind. 

To get the wind forces acting upon the aircraft, velocity vectors will be extracted 

from the fluid simulation. The boundaries of the fluid simulation are placed so that the 

aircraft is in the center of it. Force vectors can be interpolated at positions of interest 

along the aircraft’s fuselage based on the fluid simulation’s velocity vector field. 

To simulate air, the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) algorithm is used. 

The fluid, air in this case, is represented as a set of particles. Those particles repre-

sent small blobs of fluid and are used as sample points to calculate the fluid’s proper-

ties, e.g., density and pressure, at their positions. At each simulation step, the density 

at each particle is estimated based on the position of its neighboring particles within a 

predefined support radius. The influence of each neighbor is weighed by a kernel 

function. Based on density, the pressure at each particle can be calculated. The ve-

locity of each particle results from the pressure gradient and possibly other forces, 

like viscosity and external forces, called body forces. Common examples for body 

forces are gravity or a current. For details on the algorithm see chapter 3.3. In the 

following, implementation details are presented. 

The terrain for the use case of this work, desktop flight simulation, is potentially 

many hundreds of square kilometers large. To keep computation costs reasonable, 

the SPH domain is small in relation to the terrain. Consider using particles with a di-

ameter of ten meters, to have a simulation resolution that is still reasonably high in 

relation to the size of a typical aircraft with a wingspan between 10 and 100 meters. It 

would take 108  particles to cover the ground of a 100 square kilometer area with just 

one layer of particles. 

To address this, a scheme was developed to keep the SPH domain small in rela-

tion to the terrain. Without limiting boundaries the particles would dissipate over the 

terrain. So boundaries were added. The particles are required to be able to move 

through their domain freely, and if they reach the boundary, they need to be able to 

leave. At the same time new particles need to be added to keep the domain full. The 
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developed scheme satisfies those requirements. It is based on the work of Federico 

et al. (2012) (see chapter 4.3). As discussed earlier their work deals with open chan-

nels in 2D, so the approach had to be adapted to 3D. Instead of two individual addi-

tional sets of particles for in- and outflow, only one additional set is used that sur-

rounds the SPH domain in all horizontal directions, not above or below though. Below 

containment is handled by terrain collision and above, the particles are free to move 

to account for the shape of the terrain below. The one extra set in this work is re-

ferred to as inflow set and it behaves mostly like the inflow set in the work of Federico 

et al. (2012). An important difference is that when leaving the SPH area, particles are 

again added to the inflow set since there is no special outflow set. Also different is 

that when particles leave the inflow domain they are not deleted. Instead they are 

moved to the opposite side of the inflow domain, and continue traveling downstream 

from there. For details see chapter 4.3. 

Handling of solid boundaries, as it is done in this work, is discussed in chapter 4.2. 

Some limitations of this method are discussed in chapter 4.4. To overcome them, 

additional collision handling between terrain and fluid particles is added to the simula-

tion. Details are described in chapter 4.4. 

Based on the comparison to a reference ridge lift model, it was found that the pro-

posed SPH-based method overestimates ridge lift forces. Data on this overestimation 

is given in chapter 4.5. To minimize the resulting error and improve realism of the 

SPH wind simulation a correction model was developed. The details of this model are 

given in chapter 4.5 as well. 

In chapter 4.6 a method for increasing the numerical stability of the SPH simula-

tion is explained. This method clamps the maximum speed of particles after the SPH 

forces were applied. Thus explosions of the fluid body are prevented. Besides in-

creasing the simulation stability this addition to the algorithm can increase realism by 

choosing a meaningful speed limit. Short fluctuations of the average wind speed oc-

cur naturally and are called gusts. By setting the speed limit to a value based on nat-

ural gusts unrealistic speed fluctuations are prevented. 

To increase the implementation’s performance some simple measures were taken. 

Those are described in chapter 4.7. Achieving a real-time framerate is beyond the 

scope of this work. The goal is to achieve an interactive framerate for the validation 

process in chapter 5. Chapter 4.8 discusses how wind velocity at a given point within 

the SPH simulation domain is determined. 
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Implementation details of the visualization techniques used in this work are dis-

cussed in chapter 4.9. Two basic techniques are used, drawing particles directly as 

spheres and rendering the fluid body as layers of smoke. The first method will be 

used when it is desired to emphasize movement of individual particles, the second 

method to emphasize movement of the entire body of fluid. 

In chapter 4.10 details of the validation techniques used in chapter 5 are dis-

cussed. Simple objects, called drones, are used to compare the SPH method to ref-

erence models. Each drone moves according to a given velocity. Additionally each 

drone is influenced by either the SPH simulated wind or one of the mentioned refer-

ence models. 

Details on the architecture of the implementation of the SPH-based wind simula-

tion are provided in chapter 4.11. The implementation is split into a number of parts 

called operations. The operations are executed sequentially and may apply changes 

to the set particles. A list and description of each implemented operation is provided. 

 

4.1. SPH Implementation 

The calculation of physical properties, like density and pressure, in the smoothed 

particle hydrodynamics algorithm is based on weighed influence of particles on one 

another. This influence has the form of forces, e.g. pressure and viscosity. To weigh 

the influence, kernel functions are used. Those kernels have a limited range, the 

support radius, beyond which the influence of particles is zero. All particles within the 

support radius of the kernel are considered neighbors. Finding the neighbors is the 

first action in each simulation time step. In this simulation it is done simply by a brute 

force search. Each particle's Euclidean (L2) distance to each other particle is calcu-

lated. For each particle, a list of indices is created. The indices of other particles that 

are within the kernel support radius are stored in that list. For all subsequent calcula-

tions on the individual particles, only the particles stored in the corresponding neigh-

bor indices list have to be considered. 

After determining the neighbors of each particle, the density, the pressure forces 

and viscosity forces within the fluid are calculated. Chapter 4.1.1 discusses the densi-

ty calculation in detail. Chapter 4.1.2 deals with the pressure force calculation and 

chapter 4.1.3 with the viscosity force calculation. Finally, chapter 4.1.4 provides de-

tails on the handling of body forces and the enforcement of incompressibility of the 

fluid. 
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4.1.1. Density Calculation 

After determining the neighbors of each particle, the next action per time step is to 

calculate the fluid's density at the positions of all particles. This involves the neighbor 

particles found previously. The implementation follows the method proposed by So-

lenthaler and Pajarola (2008). They modify the SPH algorithm, which was discussed 

in chapter 3.3, to account for particles with different properties such as mass or vis-

cosity. The goal of Solenthaler and Pajarola (2008) was to allow for seamless mixing 

of different fluids. They show that using the standard SPH method creates gaps be-

tween fluids with different densities, as shown in figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: The images show two fluids with different densities. To the left is the result of the standard 
SPH algorithm, which creates gaps between fluids with different density. To the right is Solenthaler 
and Pajarola’s method, which prevents those gaps. Image from Solenthaler and Pajarola 2008 

Their method is used in this work to increase flexibility during development and al-

low for future extensions. The adapted equations for density calculation will now be 

discussed. 

The densities are stored in an array with one entry per particle. Initially the self-

influence of the particles is calculated. This is done using the kernel value at zero 

multiplied by the particle’s mass. The resulting value is stored in the aforementioned 

density array. The influence of the neighbor particles is calculated in a similar man-

ner. The kernel value at the neighbor's distance is multiplied by the neighbors mass 

and added to the density value stored in the density array. Like in Müller, Charypar 

and Gross (2003), the kernel used for density calculation is the Poly6 kernel. 
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In 2D, it has the form 

 𝑊𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦6(𝑟, ℎ) =
4

𝜋ℎ8 (ℎ2 − 𝑟2)3 (4.1) 

and in 3D the form 

 𝑊𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦6(𝑟, ℎ) =
315

64𝜋ℎ9 (ℎ2 − 𝑟2)3 (4.2) 

Figure 10 is a plot of the 2D poly 6 kernel. 

 

Figure 10: 2D poly6 kernel used for density estimation. The further away a particle is from the kernel’s 
center the less it will affect the fluid’s density at the kernel center position 

 

4.1.2. Pressure Calculation 

The pressure forces within the body of fluid are calculated based on the fluid’s 

density at each particle. This is based on the densities as well as on the fluid's rest 

density. The rest density is the predefined density the fluid has when it is completely 

settled and still. Basically the fluid will try to achieve a state where the density equals 

the rest density at all particles. Where the density is lower the fluid has negative 

pressure, where it is higher it has positive pressure, over time those forces will move 

the particles into a state of equilibrium. Pressure is stored in form of force vectors in 

an array with one entry per particle. To calculate the force vector for a particle, again 

the neighbor particles as well as their corresponding densities are used. The neigh-

bors are iterated. The first step of each iteration is to calculate the direction from the 

particle to the current neighbor. This will be the direction of the pressure force be-

tween the two particles. To finally calculate pressure magnitude at the particles, the 

Tait equation is used, which is 

 𝑝 =
𝑘𝜌0

𝛾
((

�̃�

𝜌0
)
𝛾

− 1) (4.3) 

where 𝜌0 is the fluid’s rest density, �̃� is the particle’s density and k is a gas con-

stant. The factor 𝛾 is set to 7 according to Solenthaler and Pajarola (2008). �̃� is the 

number density, as used in their work. 
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It is calculated as 

 �̃� = 𝑚𝛿 (4.4) 

with 𝛿 being the sum of accumulated density kernel values, as given by 

 𝛿 = ∑ 𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁 , ℎ)𝑁  (4.5) 

A kernel function is used to weigh pressure according to distance between the par-

ticles. Using calculated pressure values and the kernel value, the pressure force be-

tween the particles is given by 

 𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = −∑ (
�̃�

𝛿2
+

�̃�𝑁

𝛿𝑁
2 )∇W(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁, ℎ)𝑁  (4.6) 

A kernel different from the poly6 kernel, used in density calculation, comes to use 

to prevent the problem of clustering. As it was pointed out earlier by Müller, Charypar 

and Gross (2003), clustering means that particles that come very close to each other 

will cease to repel one another. They may get very close to each other, to the extent 

that they inhabit the same position in space. The reason for this becomes clear when 

considering that the pressure forces are based on the gradient of the fluid's density. 

The kernel’s gradient is given by its first derivative. Looking at the poly6 kernel’s first 

derivative, shown in figure 11, one can see that when approaching zero it slopes 

back to zero. 

 

Figure 11: 2D poly 6 kernel gradient. The crevice in the middle causes pressure forces to decrease 
when particles get very close to one another 

Pressure forces resulting from this kernel would decrease once the particles are 

closer than the curves inflection point. Like in Müller, Charypar and Gross (2003), the 

kernel used to account for this problem is called spiky kernel. Since it has a spike, it 

is not a smooth curve at x = 0. 
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The spiky kernel gradient for 2D is given by 

 ∇𝑊𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑦(𝑟, ℎ) =
30

𝜋ℎ5 (ℎ − 𝑟)2 (4.7) 

and 

 ∇𝑊𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑦(𝑟, ℎ) =
45

𝜋ℎ6 (ℎ − 𝑟)2 (4.8) 

for 3D. As figure 12 shows the gradient of the spike does not decrease towards 

x = 0, therefore its gradient never reverses. 

 

Figure 12: Gradient of 2D spiky kernel. This kernel is suitable to prevent particles from clumping up 
because it increases constantly towards the center, in other words towards 0 in x 

The normalized force direction for the current particle pair multiplied by the pres-

sure force magnitude is added to the particle’s entry in the pressure force array. 

 

4.1.3. Viscosity Calculation 

Viscosity of a fluid describes how strong the fluid's tendency to resist deformation 

is. Water would be an example for a fluid with low viscosity, whereas honey has 

comparably high viscosity. In SPH viscosity is modeled as the tendency of particles 

to move along with their neighbors. To simulate this the particle’s neighbors are again 

iterated. The velocity difference is calculated. The influence of the neighbor on the 

particle of interest is based on the two particles’ densities and a kernel function to 

account for increasing distance. This results in 

 𝑓𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
1

𝛿
∑

𝜇+𝜇𝑁

2𝑁
1

𝛿𝑁
(𝑣𝑁 − 𝑣)∇2𝑊(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑁 , ℎ) (4.9) 

The calculated viscosity factor together with the velocity difference results in the 

viscosity force acting upon the two particles. 

Again, not the poly6 kernel is used. Referring to equation 4.9 and the explanation 

for the use of the spiky kernel in the pressure calculation it becomes obvious why. 

This time the Laplacian of the kernel is used. As said in chapter 3.2, the Laplacian 

gives the difference of a quantity at a given point to the average of that quantity 
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around that point. In this case the difference of a given particle’s velocity to the aver-

age velocity of particles around it is needed. Looking at the Laplacian of the poly6 

and the spiky kernel, as displayed in figure 13 and 14, this would result in reversed 

forces. 

 

Figure 13: Laplacian of 2D poly6 kernel. The crevice in the middle would cause viscous forces be-
tween very close particles to decrease and even reverse 

 

Figure 14: Laplacian of 2D spiky kernel. The crevice in the middle would cause viscous forces be-
tween very close particles to decrease and even reverse 

Müller, Charypar and Gross (2003) propose an alternative kernel that is also used 

in this work. Its Laplacian form is 

 ∇2𝑊𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑟, ℎ) =
20

𝜋ℎ5 (ℎ − 𝑟) (4.10) 

in 2D or 

 ∇2𝑊𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑟, ℎ) =
45

𝜋ℎ6
(ℎ − 𝑟) (4.11) 

in 3D. Figure 15 plots the 2D version of the kernel. As can be seen in this plot, vis-

cous forces increase correctly with decreasing distance. 
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Figure 15: Laplacian of 2D viscosity kernel. Viscous forces calculated with this kernel increase steadily 
with increasing closeness 

 

4.1.4. Body Forces and Incompressibility 

After calculating the pressure and viscosity forces, the particles are ready to 

evolve accordingly. Some additional external forces are to be considered though. 

Those forces are commonly referred to as body forces. In this work those forces are 

gravity and a global wind force. Said global wind force is based on the large scale 

wind system. Said large scale system is not part of this work, a predefined force vec-

tor is used instead. After all those forces are added, the particles can be evolved ac-

cordingly. This simply involves modifying all particle positions by each particle veloci-

ty, derived from the acceleration resulting from all forces. 

SPH may cause high compression in areas of low density. The particles will try to 

match the rest density, therefore they have to get close to each other. In extreme 

cases particles might collapse onto the same position. The upper image in figure 16 

shows how particles near the bottom and the top get very close to each other to the 

extent that they overlap. To prevent this behavior this work uses a technique to ma-

nipulate the density and pressure calculation at close range. Said close range is the 

radius of the particles. Since each particle has defined mass and density, it has a 

resulting radius. 

The kernel value at distances closer than the radius is changed by adding a sec-

ond kernel during density and pressure calculation. Those kernels will be referred to 

as near density and near pressure kernel. These kernels are the same as the ones 

discussed above for density and pressure force but their support radius is the radius 

of the particle. The lower image of figure 16 shows the same scene as the upper im-

age with this change applied. 
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Figure 16: Particle distribution after 270 frames. Red particles are SPH particles, green particles are 
boundary particles. Color encodes density. The deeper the red or brighter the green the higher the 
density. The first image shows the simulation without near density kernel, the second image shows it 
with near density kernels. Particles in the second image are more evenly distributed and overlap is 
mostly avoided 

The forces resulting from density and pressure calculation will increase much fast-

er once particles penetrate each other. As figure 16 shows this prevents particles 

from bunching up and overlapping as described above. Therefore it helps maintain-

ing the fluid’s volume. 
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4.2. Solid Boundary Implementation 

As discussed in chapter 3.4 solid boundaries need to be handled carefully. Simple 

mechanical collision between SPH particles and solid objects would cause erroneous 

density calculations near those objects. 

This issue is accounted for based on the fixed ghost particles method as proposed 

by Marrone et al. (2011). For a detailed summary see chapter 3.4. Surfaces are 

modelled by placing fixed particles, the ghost particles, below the terrain surface. The 

ghost particles are placed with regular distances in layers along the surface. The first 

layer is just below the surface. More layers below are added. The lowest layer is as 

far below as the magnitude of the support kernel radius of the SPH simulation. This 

ensures that SPH particles touching the surface will still have a kernel full of neigh-

bors below the surface, therefore will experience pressure from below. Other than in 

the ghost particle method by Marrone et al. (2011), the physical properties of the 

ghost particles are calculated at each ghost particle’s own position. As discussed in 

chapter 3.4, Marrone et al. (2011) use points inside the fluid, so-called interpolation 

points, to calculate density and resulting pressure forces of the ghost particles. Dur-

ing testing of the used simplified ghost particle method, more even density conditions 

were achieved without the use of interpolation points. 

For this work the ghost particle method was modified to account for potentially vast 

terrain sizes. To avoid having to create a very large number of ghost particles, only 

for the area below the inflow- and SPH area ghost particles are created. The area in 

which ghost particles are created reaches as far as the kernel support radius length 

below the terrain. Initially all particles are created along a regular grid. Upon updating 

the ghost particles are moved along with the inflow- and SPH particles. All the ghost 

particles maintain their relative altitude to the terrain directly above, with the top most 

layer of ghost particles being directly below the terrain surface. Other than that, like in 

the work of Marone et al. (2011), they do not move at all relative to the simulation 

domain. This way, like in the original fixed ghost particles method, additional compu-

tations after the initial setup are avoided. Some flexibility to change position is added. 

This flexibility is important because at creation time it is unknown what the shape of 

the surface for the ghost particles will be. 

This method poses a problem when dealing with slopes. The ghost particle layer is 

not oriented on the boundary surface normal. Therefore gaps tangential to the 

boundary surface between ghost particles can form. This can result in an unfaithful 
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surface recreation, causing unwanted friction along the surface due to particles get-

ting stuck in gaps. Since the ghost particles are created on an axis-aligned regular 

grid, those gaps are worst on 45° slopes. Figure 17 shows the ghost particles along a 

horizontal and a sloped plane, with visibly bigger gaps tangential to the plane under-

neath the sloped one. 

 

Figure 17: Distribution of ghost particles below the terrain surface (thick green line). The first image 
shows a horizontal plane. The second image shows a plane sloping upwards from left to right. While 
the ghost particles on the horizontal plane are closely spaced the ghost particles below the sloped 
surface have gaps in-between tangential to the surface 

To account for this problem, an additional polygonal representation of the bounda-

ry surface is used. Simple rigid body collision detection and response between this 

surface and the SPH boundaries is applied to keep the SPH particles strictly above 

the surface. The ghost particles are directly below this surface, so the density and 

pressure calculations are influenced as little as possible by this addition. SPH parti-

cles are reliably prevented from moving into a ghost particle gap, therefore canceling 

out the unwanted friction. 
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4.3. Open Boundary Implementation 

As mentioned earlier the airflow simulation used in this work is contained in a do-

main relatively small compared to the size of the terrain. This is done in respect to 

limited computation resources on current desktop PCs. The method used is based on 

the work of Federico et al. (2012) (see chapter 3.5). Their work is limited to 2D, so it 

had to be expanded to 3D to be used in this work. 

The basic concept of having a spatially limited SPH particle set surrounded by par-

ticles that do themselves not follow SPH forces is maintained. Other than having an 

in- and outflow set though there is only one additional set, referred to as the inflow 

set. The inflow set fills an area around the SPH simulated area referred to as inflow 

area. As proposed by Federico et al. (2012), the physical properties in the inflow set 

are frozen and they move along a globally defined wind velocity. The movement of 

particles in the SPH set are governed by the SPH simulation. Also, just like proposed 

by Federico et al. (2012), once a particle crosses the threshold between the SPH- 

and the inflow area, the particle is assigned to the particle set belonging to the en-

tered area. To avoid possible sudden movement due to changing pressure conditions 

when a particle enters the SPH area, the transition is gradual rather than sudden. 

Once the particle touches the SPH area, simulation starts, but simulated forces are 

only applied proportional to the part of the particle that is already within the SPH ar-

ea. Therefore, only when the particle is completely within the SPH-area the calculat-

ed forces are fully responsible for its movement. 

As discussed earlier (see chapter 3.5) the inflow particles are there to provide cor-

rect density and pressure conditions at the boundary of the SPH set, therefore the 

inflow set expands for the length of the SPH-kernel support radius in any horizontal 

direction from the respective side of the SPH set. Figure 18 displays the setup from 

above. Yellow particles are SPH particles while green particles are inflow particles. 

The kernel support radius in figure 18 is 10 times the particle diameter. Therefore the 

inflow set extends 10 particles from the SPH domain. Encoded in the green channel 

of the particle color is the calculated density. All SPH particles have the same color, 

therefore they also have the same density values. The inflow particles can move in 

any direction perpendicular to the ground, therefore enabling any horizontal wind di-

rection. To allow the SPH particles to react to the terrain below, there are no inflow 

particles above. 
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Figure 18: 3D Particle setup from above, yellow particles are SPH particles, green particles are inflow 
particles. The inflow particles horizontally surround the SPH particles. Color brightness encodes the 
fluid density at a given particle position. The inflow particles ensure horizontally even density through-
out the SPH domain 

Particles leaving the inflow area are handled by re-inserting them at the opposite 

side of the inflow area. In other words, if the particle leaves the inflow area in direc-

tion of the x-axis its x coordinate is set to the opposite end of the inflow area. The 

same is done in z direction. Figure 19 illustrates this in 2D. 

 

Figure 19: Particles leaving the inflow area downstream are teleported back upstream. Image one 
shows the initial setup, arrows indicate flow direction. Image two shows a set of particles leaving the 
inflow area. Image three shows where they end up after teleportation (old positions are greyed out) 

All initial particles are conserved, so the overall mass of the simulation is con-

served. Note that the number of particles within the SPH set may vary slightly. 
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Since the inflow particles are incorporated in the density and pressure calculation, the 

overall mass in the SPH simulation does not change. 

The possibility of uneven ground had to be considered in this work, while Federico 

et al. (2012) assume even ground. Uneven terrain in the SPH area is handled by the 

rigid body interaction of the SPH simulation, inflow particles on the other hand do not 

interact with terrain on their own. A simple scheme is used to deal with this problem. 

Particles store their altitude above ground at initiation time as well as at each time 

step they spend within the SPH set. When moving as inflow particle, the particle’s 

altitude above ground is constantly adjusted to this stored altitude. The same altitude 

is used to vertically reposition the particle once it leave, the inflow area and is tele-

ported back upstream. 

 

4.4. Rigid Body Collision 

The basics of interaction between particles and solid bodies were discussed in 

chapter 4.2. As discussed in that chapter, rigid body collision detection and response 

is used to account for gaps in the formation of ghost particles below the solid body 

surface. This happens in three stages: recovery of triangle candidates, collision point 

calculation and collision response. 

During the recovery of triangle candidates a list of triangles that might collide with 

a given particle is created. To find those triangles the particles are tested against the 

circumsphere of each triangle. The circumsphere closely surrounds the triangle, so 

only particles close to it will pass the test as illustrated in figure 20. The circumsphere 

test is considerably less computationally expensive than a precise test against a giv-

en triangle. However triangles that do not actually touch the particle may pass it. A 

precise test will be performed with each passing triangle, the triangle candidates, in 

the next stage. 
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Figure 20: The circumsphere test conducted to find potential particle-triangle collisions.  The left parti-
cle lies within the circumsphere, therefore the triangle is a valid candidate for a precise collision test. 
The right particle is outside the sphere and will not be considered during the precise collision test 

In the collision point calculation step, the closest distance between a given particle 

and each triangle candidate from the previous stage is calculated. The triangle which 

will be the basis for collision response is the one with the least calculated distance. 

This is also true when more than one triangle is closer than particle radius. The point 

on the selected triangle closest to the particle will be referred to as contact point. 

In the collision response stage, the particle is displaced according to the location 

and distance of the contact point and the particle’s velocity is modified to account for 

the collision. If the distance of particle center to contact point is greater than the parti-

cle radius there was no actual collision. This step is omitted and the particle won’t be 

modified. However if there was a collision, the particle is displaced so that it does not 

intersect the terrain surface anymore. 

To resolve the terrain-particle intersection with the least possible particle dis-

placement, the vector from particle center to contact point, 𝑃, will be reflected from 

the terrain surface. The reflected vector 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 is scaled to the length of particle’s 

diameter. 
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The required length is calculated as 

 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ =
𝑟

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼
 (4.12) 

where 𝑟 is the particle radius and 𝛼 is the angle between surface normal and 𝑃. 

Considering that 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 is 

 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 =
|𝑁|

|𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑|
 (4.13) 

it is the relation of the length of the surface normal 𝑁 and 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑. When reshap-

ing this equation to 

 |𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑| =
|𝑁|

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼
 (4.14) 

it becomes clear that 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 can be scaled by scaling 𝑁. By setting the length of 

𝑁 to 𝑟 one ends up at equation 4.12 again. 

 

Figure 21: Particle displacement to resolve terrain intersection. The particle is displaced along the 
reflected line from center to contact point. The minimum distance of the new position to the surface is 
the particle radius 

Furthermore the particle’s velocity needs to be modified. Note that evolving the 

particle according to its velocity is not the responsibility of this part of the simulation. 

See chapter 4.11 for details. The naïve approach is to reflect a particle’s velocity from 

the collision triangle surface, similar to a how a rigid sphere deflects from a solid sur-

face. However during evaluation this approach was found to be unsuitable for the 

specific application and setup of this work. This would result in a layer of air with 

strong upwind. 

The SPH domain size used during tests in this work is 1 km3 with a particle resolu-

tion of 16 by 16 by 16. Therefore each particle has a diameter of 62.5 meters. The 

lowest layer of air is therefore 62.5 meters high. As soon as an aircraft would get to 
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or below this altitude above ground it will experience this upwind, causing unnaturally 

strong lift forces at this point, as can be seen in figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: The result of simple particle velocity reflection upon terrain collision. The red spheres are 
drones influenced by SPH simulated wind. The green spheres mark the start altitude of the red 
drones. The lowest red drone visualizes the strongly exaggerated lift effect when particle velocity vec-
tors are simply reflected from the terrain surface on collision. 

Instead the velocity vector is redirected to run parallel to the collision triangle sur-

face. Note that the horizontal velocity components remain unchanged so that the par-

ticle maintains its general movement direction. Fluid internal pressure forces during 

the next update step will subsequently sort out the exact appropriate velocity vector 

for collided particles. Note that this may not be an appropriate solution for any appli-

cation of fluid simulation, in this work it has proven to yield satisfying results. 

Additionally to the regular three-stage interaction, an additional test is used to 

catch particles that have already gotten completely below the terrain. This might hap-

pen due to tunneling. Tunneling refers to the effect when an object travels so far with-

in one simulation step that it ends up behind an object on collision course without 

ever actually touching it. The test simply checks whether a given particle is below the 

terrain point with the same xz-coordinates. If this is the case the y component of its 

position is set to the terrain altitude plus the particle radius. 

 

4.5. Lift Force Adjustment 

The lift forces created by the SPH simulation were found to be overestimated. A 

correction model based on altitude above ground and wind speed was created to ac-

count for this. 
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The reason for the overestimation is unknown. It is suspected that the open 

boundary method, described in chapter 4.3, is the source for this issue. When the 

simulated wind hits a terrain slope, the lower layers of air will trace the slope. Higher 

layers will collide with those rising low layers. Due to the open boundaries, the low-

layer particles cannot move out of the way of high-layer particles. To do so, they 

would have to accelerate and move faster than the global wind speed of the simula-

tion. However, at the open boundary they are decelerated back to the global wind 

speed. Consequently, the low-layer particles cannot move fast enough to make room 

for high-layer particles and those high-layer particles have to go upwards. Whether 

this is the actual cause for the lift force overestimation or not was not verified. The 

developed correction model was introduced instead as a quick and efficient fix. 

The correction model minimizes the average difference of the lift forces created by 

the SPH wind simulation and a given reference model. Said reference is the ridge lift 

model by Forster-Lewis (2007), in the following referred to as simple-lift model. This 

model has been implemented in FlightGear to improve the simulation of glider air-

planes. Forster-Lewis’ method was further investigated by Shah, Menezes and 

Kolmanovsky (2012). To validate it 10 flights were conducted over the Warner 

Springs region in California, USA. The paths were recorded to recreate the flights 

and compare real variometer readings with simulated up- and downwind. Shah, 

Menezes and Kolmanovsky state that judging by deviation from the recorded flight 

paths, Forster-Lewis’ method achieves a 92.4 % accuracy. 

Over a series of tests, lift forces produced by both the SPH method and the sim-

ple-lift model were recorded. Recordings were taken at different altitudes along a 

straight flight path over a terrain varying from even ground over hills to mountain 

slopes. Recording altitudes were chosen in 50 meter intervals, starting at 50 meters 

above ground and reaching up to 900 meters above ground, just below the ceiling of 

the SPH simulation domain. Wind speeds ranging from 3 m/s to 20 m/s were used. 

For comparison the average lift forces per altitude above ground per wind speed 

was calculated as 

 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑛

𝑁
𝑛=1  (4.15) 

where 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 are the recorded lift forces for a given altitude above ground (𝑎𝑙𝑡) 

and wind speed (𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑). Note that positive and negative lift forces were treated sepa-

rately. The magnitudes of negative lift forces resulting from the SPH wind simulation 
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were found to be less on average than the positive lift forces of the SPH wind simula-

tion. 

Figure 23 shows positive 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 for the simple-lift model and the SPH wind 

simulation. The SPH method creates forces up to 30 times greater than the simple 

method. 

 

Figure 23: Average lift forces of the simple-lift model by Forster-Lewis (2007) and the SPH wind simu-
lation for wind speeds from 3 m/s to 20 m/s. The SPH method creates significantly higher lift forces 
than the simple model. 

The ratios of the averaged positive lift forces of the SPH method and the simple-lift 

model are calculated as 

 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 =
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
 (4.16) 

Those ratios are the basis to create a model that maps SPH lift to simple lift. For 

simplicity altitude above ground and wind speed are treated separately. Figure 24 

plots the altitude-wise normalized ratios for all tested wind speeds. 
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Figure 24: Altitude-wise normalized lift force ratios of the simple-lift model to the SPH method. Each 
line stands for a different wind speed from 3 m/s to 20 m/s. The closeness and similarity of the lines 
shows that they all can be approximated with a single function 

The average correlation between the lines of figure 24 is 0.97, with a minimum 

correlation of 0.96. The maximum deviation between all lines amounts to 0.3. The 

closeness and similarity of the lines shows that they all can be approximated with a 

single function. The average of the lines in figure 24 is approximated by a quartic 

function. The function is then scaled by the greatest measured lift force ratio, the ratio 

at 3 m/s wind speed at 900 meters above ground. Therefore the quartic function 

𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑎) = 12.246 − 4.341 × 10−2𝑎 + 1.896 × 10−4𝑎2 − 2.508 × 10−7𝑎3

+ 1.262 × 10−10𝑎4 

(4.17) 

approximates the lift force ratios for 3 m/s wind speed at any altitude for positive lift 

forces. 𝑎 is the altitude above ground. The same process was repeated for negative 

lift forces, resulting in the quartic function 

𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑎) = 12.766 − 5.343 × 10−2𝑎 + 1.451 × 10−4𝑎2 

                            − 1.263 × 10−7𝑎3 + 5.227 × 10−11𝑎4 

(4.18) 

Using equations 4.17 and 4.18 the lift force scale factor for wind speed 3 m/s is 

obtained by 

𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡(𝑎, 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡) = {
𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑎), 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 < 0

𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑎), 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 ≥ 0
 

(4.19) 

To get a function that corrects the scale factor for varying wind speed the lift force 

ratios are normalized wind speed-wise. Figure 25 plots the resulting normalized rati-

os. 
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Figure 25: Wind speed-wise normalized lift force ratios of the simple-lift model to the SPH method. 
Each line represents a different altitude above ground from 0 to 900 meters in 50 meter increments. 
The similarity of the lines shows that they all can be approximated with a single function 

The average correlation of the lines in figure 25 is 0.99 with a minimum correlation 

of 0.96. The maximum deviation of all lines is 0.18. The average of the lines is ap-

proximated by the function 

𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑤) =
1

𝑤
2.0472 + .03032 

(4.20) 

𝑤 is the wind speed. Note that the difference between the wind-speed wise nor-

malized ratios was found to be negligible. No separate formula for negative lift was 

created. Figure 26 plots equations 4.17, 4.18 and 4.20, showing the similarity to the 

reference data in figure 24 and 25. 

The scaling factor for a given altitude above ground and wind speed is calculated 

as 

𝑓𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒(𝑎, 𝑤, 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡) = 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡(𝑎, 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡)𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑤) (4.21) 

The adjusted SPH lift force is then given by 

𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 =
1

𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒(𝑎, 𝑤, 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡)
 𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 

(4.22) 

where 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the adjusted lift force and 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the unadjusted lift force 

given by the SPH wind simulation. 
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Figure 26: The lift force adjustment functions 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑎), 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑎) and 𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑤). Depending 

on whether the unadjusted lift force is positive (upward) or negative (downward) the final adjustment 
factor will be either 1 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑎)𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑤)⁄  or 1 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑎)𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑤)⁄ . With increasing altitude and 

decreasing wind speed the SPH lift force needs to be scaled back stronger to match the reference 
data 

 

4.6. Numerical Stability 

Several aspects of the method presented in this paper can introduce instability to 

the SPH simulation. Inflow particles might end up penetrating each other within the 

inflow domain since no forces act on them to prevent it. This might happen when the 

slope angle below two close particles in the inflow area changes. Both of them main-

tain their altitude above ground, so they might end up penetrating each other. 

 

Figure 27: Inflow particle intersection due to change in terrain slope. Two inflow particles start out non-
intersecting over even ground. When the slope changes they can end up intersecting because they 
strictly maintain their target altitude. 

Once such a pair of particles reenters the SPH domain, the near density kernels 

will cause very high forces between those particles. This may in turn start a chain 

reaction and throw many particles out of the area of interest. 
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To prevent this from happening an artificial speed limit is introduced. The individu-

al speed of each particle is limited to a multiple of the global wind speed. The speed 

limitation is applied smoothly. If the speed exceeds wind speed 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 is calcu-

lated as 

 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑) (4.23) 

where 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 is 

 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 − 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 (4.24) 

𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 is then normalized using 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡. A smooth step function is 

applied to the result 𝑥. The used smooth step function has the form 

 𝑠(𝑥) = 1 − (−2(1 − 𝑥)2 + 3(1 − 𝑥)2) (4.25) 

 

 

Figure 28: Smooth step function used to cap particle velocity. Particles faster than wind speed will be 
smoothly slowed down before reaching an absolute speed limit. 

The particle’s final velocity is given by 

 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦) ∙ (𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 𝑠 ∙ 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡) (4.26) 

with 𝑠 being the factor calculated using equation 4.25. Therefore the final speed is 

the wind speed plus the smoothed over-speed of the particle. Smoothing out the area 

between 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 and 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 prevents sudden deceleration of fast par-

ticles, which may cause unnatural behavior of decelerated particles. 

This measure turned out to not only prevent instability. It also prevents an issue 

when the body of fluid is flowing downhill. Particles entering the SPH domain uphill 

will accelerate quickly due to gravity. Particles leaving the SPH domain downhill will 

slow down to global wind speed again. This will cause particles to dam up downhill 

and quickly drain the SPH domain further uphill. A consequence of this would be un-

natural downwind upstream and upwind downstream. The speed limit prevents this 

behavior though. 
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Figure 29: Particles flowing downhill unrestricted. Red particles are inflow, purple particles are SPH 
particles. The upstream SPH particles gain speed quickly and drain the upper region of the simulation 
domain. Downhill they are slowed down quickly when hitting the downstream inflow particles. 

The choice of speed limit is based on naturally occurring gusts. Gusts are fluctua-

tions in wind speed. Gusts appear suddenly and last for only a few seconds. Accord-

ing to U.S. weather observation practice, they usually last for less than 20 seconds 

(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, n.d.). They are described in 

terms of ratio of wind speed during a gust to the 10 minute mean wind speed. This 

ratio can vary from 1.2 to 1.6 near ground for weak winds to above 2.0 during storms 

(Ágústsson and Ólafsson 2009). 

 

4.7. Performance Optimization 

The complexity of most parts of the simulation depends on the number of particles. 

For example the calculation of SPH forces needs to determine the closest neighbor 

particles of each particle at every time step. To reduce the complexity of this opera-

tion, a regular-grid container is used. Those containers consist of a fixed number of 

evenly sized cells. Objects are inserted into cells based on position. Inserting an ob-

ject has constant complexity O(1). So has retrieving objects contained in a cell. 

Consider the nearest neighbor search of the SPH force calculation. Naive imple-

mentation yields a complexity of O(N2), with N being the number of particles in the 

simulation. Using a 3D regular grid container can reduce this complexity to O(N). The 

size of the grid cells is set to the influence radius of the SPH particles. Retrieving all 

possible particles that might be within the influence radius of a particle of interest 

(POI) requires retrieving the particles from the cell at POI position and the 
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surrounding 26 cells. If the influence radius is small compared to the SPH domain 

size, the average number of particles to test in the nearest neighbor search will be 

greatly reduced. 

A 2D regular grid comes to use in terrain sampling. In the naive implementation 

the complexity would be O(M),with M being the number of triangles in the terrain 

mesh, for each time a particle samples the terrain. This can be reduced significantly 

by using a regular grid container. The terrain is generated using the marching cubes 

algorithm introduced by Lorensen and Cline (1987). The algorithm extracts a triangle 

surface from input data in form of a trilinear function. To do so it splits space into reg-

ular sized cubes. Vertices are created at the intersection points of the surface defined 

by the input data and the edges of cubes. 

Cell size for the regular grid is set to the cube size used during terrain creation. 

Therefore each triangle of the terrain is within exactly one cell and does not overlap 

cell boundaries. The complexity of one terrain sampling operation is therefore re-

duced to a maximum of O(m), where m is no greater than 12, the maximum number 

of triangles per cell. Note that this number depends on the concrete implementation 

of the marching cube algorithm, different versions exist. The total maximum of trian-

gles to check is no more than 9m. This results from the fact that the cell at POI posi-

tion and its 8 neighbors are used. This prevents missing the closest triangle if the POI 

overlaps cell boundaries. As a consequence the terrain mesh resolution has no im-

pact on the complexity of terrain sampling anymore. 

 

4.8. Wind Force Recovery 

A simulated aircraft needs the wind velocity at a given point to calculate its true air 

speed. Specifically the velocity needs to be recovered at one or more locations along 

an airplane’s fuselage, wings and control surfaces. Those locations will be referred to 

as probes. 

When choosing the exact locations for probes, the SPH particle resolution and air-

plane size are to be considered. If the particle size exceeds the wingspan of the air-

plane, one probe is likely enough. If the particle size is equal or smaller than the 

wingspan, using more than one probe can yield useful additional information. Veloci-

ties at those probes may differ from one another, resulting in differential forces along 

the airplane’s fuselage and wing surfaces. Note that the length of most airplanes is 
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equal to or smaller than the wingspan. Therefore the same considerations regarding 

probe count and wingspan hold true for fuselage length. 

To make retrieval efficient a regular grid container is used. The grid is filled with 

the SPH particles. The complexity of inserting a particle is linear. So is the complexity 

of retrieving the particles of one grid cell. The size of the grid is given by the bounding 

box around all SPH particles. The grid cell size is determined by particle size or dis-

tance between probes, whichever results in the bigger cells. 

To get wind velocity at one of the probes, the particles of the grid cell in which the 

probe is are retrieved. The average of the velocities of those particles is taken as 

wind velocity at the probe position. 

 

4.9. Visualization Techniques 

Air on a small scale is generally not visible. During the day we see that it is there 

because of light scattering (Rayleigh scattering). Movement of air is not directly visi-

ble though. We can however perceive it visually due to other effects caused by it. 

Some examples are trees moving in the wind, smoke, dust and other particles being 

blown away or flags waving. In wind tunnels specialized visualization methods are 

used including wool tufts and smoke streaks. 

For the tests used in this work, different visualization techniques are used to pro-

vide insight into different aspects of the simulation. The simplest one is rendering 

SPH particles directly. This is useful for step by step analysis of particle behavior. 

Since SPH is based on particles with a position and a radius to begin with, it is simple 

to render them as spheres. Properties like density are encoded in the particle color 

as needed. 

For tests with emphasis on movement of the entire fluid body, a smoke surface 

visualization technique was implemented. The visualization is based on the paper of 

von Funck et al. (2008). Smoke is represented as a triangle mesh. The approach is 

optimized for real-time. As a consequence, mesh topology is fixed to avoid re-

triangulation. Multiple planes of smoke parallel to the xz plane are used to emphasize 

different movement of altitude layers. 

Vertices of the smoke mesh are spawned at so-called seed locations, or simply 

seeds. Those seeds are placed downstream. The vertices are released into the 

stream in form of particles. Figure 30 shows a smoke surface with particles as white 

spheres and a wireframe surface mesh. They are released in a row along the intend-
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ed plane surface. Every released particle will then be advected with the simulated 

flow at each time step. Von Funck et al. release a new row of particles into the 

stream after a fixed number of time steps. This causes triangles created in slow flow 

to be smaller. Triangle size has influence on the assumed smoke density within the 

triangle. Details on this will be discussed shortly. In this work new particles are re-

leased once the previous row has reached a given distance from the seed. At the 

initial time step a row is emitted immediately. 

 

Figure 30: Particles and mesh wireframe of a smoke surface. Wind flows from left to right, carrying the 
smoke particles with it and therefore deforming the mesh. 

Since the seeds are placed at the outer edge of the inflow domain, the flow speed 

can be assumed to be constant, no variation in triangle size is to be expected. Using 

a fixed distance instead makes calibration of the visualization algorithm easier, a de-

sired triangle size can be chosen directly. 

Rendering the smoke surface requires knowing how dense the smoke is at a given 

point. Von Funck et al. use an approximation based on triangle shape and size. Each 

triangle is assumed to be a flat prism, evenly filled with smoke particles. The smaller 

a triangle gets the higher the density of smoke particles within it becomes. The more 

dense the smoke is the less transparent it becomes, therefore its alpha value in-

creases. The alpha value from this calculation is referred to as 𝛼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦. 

Von Funck et al. also account for triangle deformation. It might happen that one 

particle of the triangle drifts away, e.g. when the stream splits at an obstacle and the 

runaway particle ends up at the opposite side than the others. In this particular case 
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the affected triangle should not be visible at all. This issue is addressed by introduc-

ing a measure for shape quality. The ratio of shortest to longest edge is used. When 

the triangle edges are of equal length, the quality is high and the resulting shape fac-

tor is 1. If the triangle has a very short edge compared to the others, the factor will be 

very small. Therefore triangles with low shape quality can be rendered much more 

transparent than high quality triangles. The alpha factor from this calculation is re-

ferred to as 𝛼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒. 

The final opaqueness of a smoke triangle depends on how many of the imaginary 

smoke particles have to be passed by a ray of light when traveling through it. There-

fore the angle of the view ray to the triangle surface is considered. The more shallow 

the angle the more opaque the triangle will be rendered. So the final alpha value is 

 𝛼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝛼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑘 𝛼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒(𝐸 ∙ 𝑁) (4.27) 

where 𝐸 and 𝑁 are the direction of the camera to the current point of interest and 

the surface normal at this point respectively. The final result can be seen in figure 31. 

𝑘 is a factor controlling the influence of 𝛼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 on the final result. Since 𝛼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 is 

derived from triangle size 𝑘 is based on the average triangle size of the mesh. In this 

work 

 𝑘 = 0.1 𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 (4.28) 

is used, where 𝐴𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 is the average triangle area of the smoke mesh. Note that 

this might not be suitable in all cases, it strongly depends on the deviation that trian-

gles might have from the average triangle area. 

Note that von Funck et al. write about calculating values, e.g. 𝛼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 and 𝛼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒, 

per triangle. To use those in a shader program values are needed per vertex though. 

To address this a value’s average over all adjacent triangles is stored per vertex and 

passed to the shader program. 

This is a simplified implementation of the original technique proposed by von 

Funck et al. They use additional factors to calculate 𝛼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙. For one they use 𝛼𝑓𝑎𝑑𝑒 

which is time dependent and will fade out triangles as their lifetime approaches a giv-

en limit. In this work triangles are just deleted as they leave simulation domain. It is 

not desired for the smoke to disperse before that. They also use a factor called 

𝛼𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 to address misrepresentation of flow regions with high curvature. If the 

mesh resolution is too low it might not be able to adequately represent such regions. 

In such cases 𝛼𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 approaches 0 to hide the region. In this work the mesh reso-

lution is set to the resolution of the simulation, therefore this factor is omitted. 
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Figure 31: 3 layers of smoke. The influence of view angle on surface transparency is easily visible 
when comparing the top and the bottom layers. 

 

4.10. Validation Techniques 

As a simple validation method, simple flying objects, referred to as drones, were 

implemented. They serve as stand-ins for aircrafts. The drones have no other proper-

ties but a position and a velocity, according to which they move. Depending on the 

specific purpose of a given drone type, it is also influenced by some additional force. 

The first type of drone is influenced by wind velocity retrieved from the SPH wind 

simulation. How wind velocity is retrieved is described in chapter 4.8. Movement of 

this drone, referred to as SPH drone, is described by 

 𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  + (𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 +  𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  (4.29) 

To get a baseline to compare the ridge lift effect in the SPH method to, another 

drone using Forster-Lewis’ (2007) lift model was implemented. It will be referred to as 

simple-lift model. As mentioned in chapter 4.5 this model has been implemented in 

flight simulators to provide scenarios for glider aircraft. Shah, Menezes and 

Kolmanovsky (2012) compared it to variometer data recorded in real-life flights. They 

concluded that the simple-lift model achieves a 92.4 % accuracy. 

In Forster-Lewis’ method the terrain’s altitude is sampled at five points on an axis 

along the global wind direction hinging on the aircraft’s position. The first point is di-

rectly below the aircraft. The second, third and fourth points are placed at distances 
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250, 750 and 2000 meters into the wind, the fifth point lies in the opposite direction 

100 meters from the airplane. The slopes are calculated between neighboring points. 

Those slopes are weighed for distance according to 

 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒0 =
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡0−𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡1

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒1
 

 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒1 =
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡1−𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡2

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒2
 

 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒2 =
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡2−𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡3

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒3
 

 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒3 =
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡4−𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡0

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒4
 

 

 

 

 

 

(4.30) 

The slopes mapped from a range of negative to positive infinite to plus to minus 

one. The formula is 

 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑖 = sin(atan(5 ∗ (|𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑖|
1.7))) ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑖) (4.31) 

which, as figure 32 shows, will exaggerate shallow slopes and attenuate steep 

slopes. 

 

Figure 32: Plot of the normalization function for slopes. Slopes are mapped from a range of minus to 
plus infinite to a range of minus to plus one. Shallow slopes are exaggerated, steep slopes are attenu-
ated. The normalized slope values are the basis for lift force calculation in Forster Lewis’ (2007) ridge 
lift model 

To get from slopes to the lift factor at the airplane position the slopes are modified 

to account for the individual influence of each one on the final lift factor. Slope 1 has 

the most influence, its lift factor is simply 

 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟1 = −𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒1 (4.32) 
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The other slopes lift factor’s end up with less weight 

 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟0 = (𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒1 − 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒0)|𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟1| 

 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟2 =
−𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒2

1.5
 

 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟3 =
𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒3

4
 

 

 

 

(4.33) 

The sum of the four lift factors multiplied by the wind speed provides the base lift 

for the airplane position. The last step is to factor in altitude above ground. Generally 

the higher the aircraft is, the less terrain lift will be experienced. Forster-Lewis defines 

three altitude ranges to account for the influence of ground friction and lift attenua-

tion. The first range is from ground level to 40 meters above ground. Lift is reduced 

by the 𝑎𝑔𝑙𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (agl stands for ‘above ground level’), which is 

 𝑎𝑔𝑙𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = exp (−2
𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒

𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
) (4.34) 

with 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 being the aircraft altitude above sea and 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 being the alti-

tude above sea level of the terrain below the aircraft. This results in a value from 0.5 

to 1. Close to the ground friction and turbulence caused by obstacles reduces lift, the 

higher above ground the less reduction will be experienced. The second altitude 

range is from 40 meters to 130 meters above ground. In this range the full base lift is 

applied. The last range starts at 130 meters. The base lift is reduced exponentially 

with increasing altitude. At 130 meters it is still 1 and goes to 0 at higher altitudes. 

The decay of lift is calculated as 

 𝑎𝑔𝑙𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = exp (−1 (2 + 2
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

4000
)

(𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒−130)

max(𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙,200)
) (4.35) 

Lift above low ridges will decay faster than lift above high ridges. The idea is that 

wind deflecting off a high slope, e.g. of a mountain, will rise higher than wind blowing 

over the side a small hill. As Forster-Lewis points out this will create a good approxi-

mation unless in unfavorable conditions. Gentle slopes at high altitude, e.g. on a high 

plateau will result in the same lift decay as steep slopes peaking at the same altitude. 

 

4.11. Software Architecture 

The architecture of the SPH method’s implementation, as seen in figure 33, is de-

signed for modularity and quick alterations. The core is the particle set, including the 

SPH, inflow and ghost particles as they are described in chapters 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 

respectively. The algorithm itself is composed of distinct operations that manipulate 

the particle set. Details on both the particles and the operations are provided below. 
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Particles are implemented as objects with a number of given properties from which 

more properties important to the simulation are derived. The initially given properties 

are 

 Position 

 Radius 

 Density 

 Viscosity 

Position and radius simply describe where the particle is and how big it is. The 

particle’s density depends on the fluid that is to be simulated. It is needed to calculate 

the forces between particles as described in chapter 4.1. Viscosity is also a property 

based on the type of fluid. By storing those two values per particle the algorithms 

flexibility is improved, different types of fluids may be simulated at once. 

Additional particle properties are either derived from the four initial properties or 

calculated during the simulation. Those properties are 

 Mass 

 Force 

 Velocity 

 RelativeAltitude 

 SimulationFactor 

Mass is derived from density and radius. Depending on whether the simulation is 

running in 2D or 3D it is based on circle area or sphere volume. Force is calculated 

during the simulation and is the basis to calculate the particle’s velocity. RelativeAlti-

tude stores the particle’s altitude above ground. It is set and updated constantly when 

the particle is within the SPH domain. When the particle is within the inflow domain it 

maintains this altitude. The simulationFactor stores whether the particle is in the SPH 

or inflow domain. 

Particles are stored in a container that holds additional information on the fluid 

body. The left-lower-hind corner and right-upper-front corner of the SPH domain as 

well as the bounding box of all non-ghost particles are stored as well as the number 

of SPH particles per dimension. 
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Figure 33: The architecture of the software created in this work. The main loop is found in class Appli-
cation. The wind simulation is implemented in class WindSimulation and classes that implement the 
interface Operation. Classes implementing the interfaces Renderer and Validator are used to draw 
and test the results of WindSimulation. 

The simulation itself is split into single operations. The operations share a common 

interface which makes it easy to plug new ones into the procedure. The interface 

simply defines an update method and a move method. The move method is called 

when the simulation domain is moved so that each operation can update spatial in-

formation.  

The update method is called in every time step and gets a reference to the particle 

container and the delta time. The operations of the simulation in order of execution 

are: 

OperationGhostParticles which creates and updates the ghost particles de-

scribed in chapter 4.3. Based on the influence radius used in the SPH simula-

tion layers of ghost particles are created directly below the SPH domain until 

the influence radius is filled. After that the only responsibility of the operation is 

to update the ghost particle positions when the simulation domain moves. 

OperationCalculateForces is the most complex operation. It implements the SPH 

algorithm, which was explained in detail in chapters 3.3 and 4.1. 

OperationApplyWind enforces that all non-ghost particles move with the global 

wind velocity by modifying their velocity property. Inflow particles are simply 

advected according to said wind velocity in a subsequent operation. Their ve-

locity does not need to be changed. 
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For SPH particles, however, the velocity needs to be modified. The operation 

enforces that each SPH particle moves along the wind direction with at least 

the wind speed. Velocity components not parallel to wind velocity remain un-

changed. 

OperationApplySimpleFriction models friction in between air particles. The op-

eration simply scales each particle’s velocity by a factor between zero and one. 

OperationLimitVelocity clamps the velocity of SPH particles at a given limit. The 

limit is based on wind gusts, sudden peaks in wind speed. Wind gusts appear 

naturally and are described in terms of relation of velocity of the gust to the av-

erage wind velocity. See chapter 4.6 for details. 

OperationApplyGravity applies a predefined gravity force to all particles. 

OperationEvolveSPHParticles moves particles that are neither ghosts nor fully 

outside the SPH domain. The in previous operations calculated velocity is mod-

ified by a given particle’s inflow factor. Then the particle’s position is updated. 

Additionally the particle’s altitude above terrain is determined and stored. 

OperationEvolveInflowParticles moves inflow particles by the inflow factor modi-

fied global wind velocity. After that the position’s y-component is modified to 

the terrain altitude below the particle plus the particle’s target altitude from the 

previous operation. 

OperationCollideBodies deals with collisions of SPH particles and polygon bod-

ies. Details on collision handling and terrain interaction are provided in chapter 

4.4. The operation supports an arbitrary number of polygon bodies. 

OperationUpdateSimulationFactor updates the simulation factor property of all 

non-ghost particles. The factor of particles fully within the SPH domain is 1, the 

factor of particles fully outside the SPH domain is 0. Particles that are only part-

ly inside have a factor in between, based on how much of the particle is inside. 

OperationUpdatedInflowParticles deals with inflow particles leaving the inflow 

domain downstream, therefore leaving the simulation domain entirely. Leaving 

particles are teleported back upstream. Details are discussed in chapter 4.3. 

The main loop of the application implemented for this work is found in the class 

Application, seen in figure 33. It holds an instance of the wind simulation as well as 

instances of renderers and validator. 
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Renders and validators implement the visualization and validation techniques dis-

cussed in chapters 4.9 and 4.10. Interfaces were created for both of them. The inter-

faces declare update and move methods similar to the operation interface. Addition-

ally render methods are declared. Like the operations of the wind simulation 

renderers and validators can be added or removed quickly. 

Renderers and validators can not manipulate the particle container or its particles. 

Where needed a constant reference to the particle container is passed to provide 

necessary information on the state of the wind simulation. 
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5. Evaluation 

In this chapter the tests, conducted on the proposed method are presented and 

discussed. Those tests have the purpose of validating that the implemented algorithm 

yields reasonable behavior of the body of fluid and most importantly to see how it 

performs in regard of the wind effects most interesting for this work. Those effects are 

ridge lift and turbulence. 

First the simulation’s behavior in still air is observed to get insight into its behavior 

in regard of compressibility. Compressing gases takes a lot of effort, e.g. by using a 

pump. For this work air is assumed to be incompressible. The SPH algorithm does 

however not guarantee constant volume. Some measures were taken to address 

this, as described in chapter 4.1. Chapter 5.1 is concerned with validating that the 

simulated fluid body shows constant or near constant volume. 

Chapter 5.2 discusses the effects of interaction of the SPH wind simulation with 

terrain. Horizontal and vertical deflection of wind on terrain slopes is treated sepa-

rately. Horizontal wind deflection is discussed in chapter 5.2.1. A simple flat terrain 

with one cylindrical hill is used. Wind deflection around the hill is measured and com-

pared to reference data. 

Chapter 5.2.2 presents the results of tests focusing on vertical wind deflection. 

When wind hits a slope it causes an updraft because the air is deflected upwards. A 

slope in the opposite direction on the other hand causes a downdraft since the air 

flow will drop with the terrain. The drones presented in chapter 4.10 are used to cal-

culate ridge lift over a terrain based on the northern edge of the alps in Upper Aus-

tria. 

Chapter 5.3 focuses on the proposed method’s limitations. The performance of the 

SPH algorithm is examined in some detail. A real-time framerate was not achieved 

with the implementation as it is. In chapter 5.3.1 the scaling behavior of the algorithm 

is tested in regard of different particle count and terrain mesh resolution. Furthermore 

different parts of the algorithm are timed individually. This gives an insight on which 

parts of the algorithm are most computationally costly and therefore need most atten-

tion in terms of future optimization. 
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Chapter 5.3.2 focuses on turbulent wind velocity fluctuations produced by the SPH 

wind simulation method. The turbulence of the simulation is compared to reference 

data recorded in a real-life flight over mountainous terrain. It will be shown how close 

to reality the simulation’s ability to depict turbulence is. 

 

5.1. Incompressibility Validation 

As discussed in chapter 4.1, the SPH algorithm does not inherently guarantee that 

the volume of a given body of fluid remains unchanged. Measures were taken to 

avoid compressibility of the simulated body of fluid. The forces between two particles 

are increased significantly if they come closer to each other than their combined radii. 

Additional kernels, referred to as near density and near pressure kernels, are used to 

calculate the additional forces at close proximity. The following tests were conducted 

to verify the effectiveness of those measures. The setup for the test is a body of fluid 

with 1 km side length over flat ground. Wind speed is zero. Spatial resolutions from 

10 by 10 by 10 to 25 by 25 by 25 SPH particles with increments of 5 per dimension 

were used. The particle support radius is set to three times of the respective particle 

diameter. 

The fluid’s volume was measured by finding the minimum bounding box around all 

SPH particles and taking its volume. The fluid body is initiated in a cube shape with 

boundaries to all sides but the top. Its shape is therefore closely approximated by the 

bounding box. Figure 34 shows the fluid body’s volumes frame by frame, measured 

over 8000 frames. 

 

Figure 34: The volume change of a fluid body without wind. After an initial expansion for about 500 
frames the volume in all tests remains stable. 
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All four lines in figure 34 show that the fluid body initially gains volume for about 

500 frames, after which it remains the same. From this it is concluded that the initial 

configuration of particles, on a regular 3D grid, does not result in an equilibrium of 

pressure forces. The fluid does however settle quickly and remains in a stable state 

without further volume changes. 

As discussed in chapter 3.3, the fluid’s density at a given particle of interest (POI) 

is determined by the number and closeness of other particles within the support radi-

us around the POI. The more particles are within this radius, and the closer they are 

to the POI’s center, the higher the fluid density at the POI’s position is. The fluid is in 

an equilibrium state when the fluid density at all particles is equal to a given rest den-

sity. 

To verify whether the bodies of fluid in the four conducted tests achieve an equilib-

rium state, the average as well as the maximum and minimum densities were meas-

ured. The plots in figure 35 show those values at the initial state of the simulation, 

averaged over horizontal particle layers. The number of layers equals the number of 

particles per dimension. 
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Figure 35: Density distribution per horizontal particle layer for 10
3
, 15

3
, 20

3
 and 25

3
 SPH particles at 

frame 1. Layer 1 is the bottom most layer. Density falls of quickly in the top three layers. The density 
distribution in each layer is even, indicated by similar values for average, minimum and maximum 
values. 

The average, minimum and maximum densities of all particles overlap closely. 

This indicates that within a single layer the particle densities are close to equal. There 

are differences between layers though. The average density decreases rapidly at the 

top layers. 

Specifically, the three top-most layers have the lowest average densities. This 

matches the used particle support radius of three times the particle diameter. At the 

top layer only the bottom of the sphere, defined by the support radius and particle 

center, is filled with neighbor particles. Considering this, the observed density drop-

off is expected. 
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Figure 36: Density distribution per horizontal particle layer for 10
3
, 15

3
, 20

3
 and 25

3
 SPH particles at 

frame 8000. The average density is even throughout all layers. Minimum density decreases and max-
imum density increases a the top most layers. 

Figure 36 again shows the average, minimum and maximum densities per hori-

zontal particle layer, this time after 8000 frames. As shown in figure 34, the fluid has 

ceased to expand by this time and, as concluded above, reached an equilibrium 

state. If there were still layers of high or low density relative to the other layers, the 

fluid would move to those low density regions. Therefore, even with constant volume, 

the above conclusion would be incorrect. 

The average density per particle layer is now close to equal in all layers. The av-

erage variance of the average densities over all four tests is 1.0×10-4. However, min-

imum densities decrease and maximum densities increase at the top layers. The low 

standard deviation, 3.86×10-4 on average, indicates that the density of only a view 

particles deviate greatly from the mean density. The above conclusion, that an equi-

librium state was achieved, is therefore supported. 
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To further verify the effectiveness of the incompressibility measures, the volume 

measurement was repeated without them. The test setup is the same as for the 

above test. A fluid body with 1 km side length over flat ground and zero wind speed 

was created. Again, spatial resolutions from 10 by 10 by 10 to 25 by 25 by 25 SPH 

particles with increments of 5 per dimension were used. Figure 37 shows the relative 

volume change observed during the test. 

 

Figure 37: The volume change of a fluid body without wind and no Near Pressure Kernel. Initially the 
fluid volume slightly decreases. Fluid volume fluctuations then occur after several thousand frames 

The volumes shown in figure 37 initially decrease slightly. They stay close to their 

initial value though. The average volume decrease after 2000 frames is 1.2 %. The 

average volume increase of the fluid bodies with near kernels after the same amount 

of elapsed frames is 17.3 %. However, figure 37 reveals that the fluid body’s volume 

does not stabilize like in the fluid bodies with near kernels. A few thousand frames 

after initialization volume fluctuations are observed. This indicates that without the 

near pressure and near density kernels the fluid body did not achieve an equilibrium 

state. Figure 38 shows the average, minimum and maximum densities per horizontal 

particle layer after 8000 frames corresponding to the fluid bodies of figure 37. 
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Figure 38: Density distribution per horizontal particle layer for 10
3
, 15

3
, 20

3
 and 25

3
 SPH particles at 

frame 8000 without the use of near density and near pressure kernels. Local pressure fluctuations are 
observed. The fluctuations are significantly higher than in fluids with near kernels 

Compared to the fluid bodies with near density and pressure kernels, the density 

distribution in these four fluid bodies is significantly less even. The average variance 

of the average densities per particle layer is 1.1×10-3, 11 times higher than with near 

kernels. The average standard deviation of pressure forces per particle layer is high-

er as well, 5.6×10-3 on average. That is 14 times higher than with near kernels. 

 

5.2. Terrain Interaction Validation 

This chapter discusses interaction of the proposed wind simulation and terrain. As 

wind hits the surface of obstacles, such as hills and mountains, it is deflected. This 

causes local alterations of wind speed and velocity. The presented tests use the 

drones introduced in chapter 4.10 to record those alterations. 
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Horizontal and vertical wind deflection is treated separately. Chapter 5.2.1 deals 

with horizontal deflection. A simple flat terrain with a single cylindrical hill is used. A 

drone is set up to fly by close to the hills side. At varying global wind speed, wind ve-

locity near the hill is measured by the drone. The so recorded data is compared to a 

set of reference data. 

The second part of this chapter, sub chapter 5.2.2, deals with vertical wind deflec-

tion. It was discussed in chapter 2.1 that when wind hits and obstacle with a wide 

expanse perpendicular to the wind flow direction, it is deflected upwards. Figure 39 

shows simulated air flowing up a hill. This causes a phenomenon called ridge lift. To 

measure lift forces, drones are set up to fly over a terrain based on a region of Aus-

tria. The recorded lift forces are compared to a reference model. 

 

Figure 39: Air flowing up a mountain slope. This flow results in upwind experienced by aircraft flying in 
this area. 

 

5.2.1. Horizontal Displacement Validation 

If wind hits a relatively narrow object, it will flow around it rather than straight over 

it, as illustrated in figure 40. Consequently, aircraft flying close to such an object ex-

perience changes in horizontal wind direction and speed. 
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Figure 40: Wind flow around narrow obstacle. Air at the side of the obstacle is deflected sideward ra-
ther than upward. Image from Pagen 1992 

The following test was conducted to validate the horizontal wind deflection of the 

SPH wind simulation as proposed in this work. The test setup consists of one cylin-

drical hill with a diameter of 500 meters. A single SPH drone, as described in chapter 

4.10, is set up to pass by the hill at 300 meters above ground, close to its north. The 

drone’s velocity and flight path is recorded. For reference, the airflow around a cylin-

der with 500 meters diameter was simulated, using the engineering software ANSYS 

Fluent (ANSYS n.d.). The reference data was computed using Fluent’s implementa-

tion of the SIMPLE algorithm, an eulerian CFD method. 

 

Figure 41: Top down view of wind flow around a cylinder with a diameter of 500 m as simulated by 
ANSYS Fluent. Colors show the velocity component perpendicular to the wind direction. At the wind 
facing side of the cylinder wind is strongly deflected away from the cylinder’s center. At the cylinder’s 
other side wind flows back towards the center. 

Figure 41 shows the reference data. The image is a top down view of the cylinder, 

which is shown as a white circle. The colors around the cylinder show the wind veloc-

ity component perpendicular to the general wind direction. Shades of yellow and red 
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show a wind deflection towards north, the top of the image. Blue shades show a de-

flection towards south, the bottom. The west side of the cylinder, which is facing into 

the wind, deflects the wind away from the cylinder center. On the east side of the cyl-

inder wind is directed back inwards, though with significantly less magnitude. 

Drones approaching such a cylindrical hill from the west, either north or south of 

the hill’s center, should therefore be diverted to the north or south respectively. Once 

they are east of the hill’s center point they should be dragged in the opposite direc-

tion, though with less force. The test results are shown in figure 42. 

 

Figure 42: The drone paths around a cylindrical hill plotted against the reference data. Note that with 
increasing wind speed the magnitude of the winds perpendicular velocity component increases. This is 
reflected in the drone paths as they divert increasingly far sideways as they approach the cylinder. 

Four test runs with increasing wind speed were conducted. A top down view of the 

drone paths, the red lines, is plotted onto the reference data. Note that the values 

corresponding to colors in the reference images differ between images.  
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With increasing wind speed, the magnitude of the perpendicular wind velocity com-

ponent increases as well. Its maximum is about 1.25 times the global wind speed. 

Drone paths in figure 42 follow the indicated wind. On closing in to the cylinder, 

they start to divert towards north, the top of the image. With increasing wind speed, 

the northwards diversion increases. This matches with the increasing wind speeds of 

the ANSYS Fluent simulation. However, it does not show whether the magnitude of 

the diversions fits the reference wind data. To investigate this, the indicated wind 

speeds in figure 42 where compared to the recorded wind speeds of the SPH drones 

at 16 evenly distributed sample points along the flight paths. 

 

Figure 43: The wind velocity component perpendicular to the wind direction as recorded by the SPH 
drones is compared to the reference data. The SPH values show closely matching magnitudes and an 
average correlation of 0.93. 

Figure 43 shows the reference wind speeds and the wind speeds recorded by the 

SPH drone at the sample points. Note that like in figure 42, the reference speeds are 

given as a range. The two green lines mark this range. The average correlation of the 
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recorded data points over all four tests is 0.93. Velocity peaks and valleys do not ex-

actly overlap with the reference data, their magnitude however match. 

 

5.2.2. Ridge Lift Validation 

Wind flowing over terrain slopes and large obstacles causes up- and downwind, as 

discussed in chapter 2.1. The following tests were conducted to analyze the pro-

posed method’s ability to depict this phenomenon. The setup for this series of tests, 

as seen in figure 44, consists of multiple pairs of SPH and simple-lift drones, as they 

are described in chapter 4.10. The simple-lift drones provide reference data. They 

use the lift calculation method by Forster-Lewis (2007), which was validated by Shah, 

Menezes and Kolmanovsky (2012), using variometer data recorded during real air-

craft flights. 

 

Figure 44: The basic setup of a ridge lift test. The red and green spheres are drones. They are trailed 
by lines marking their flight path. The red drone also has a velocity vector, showing were it is about to 
go. SPH particles are rendered as blue spheres. The green lines in the background are parts of the 
SPH domain bounding box. 

A terrain is generated based on parts of south Upper Austria. Figure 45 shows the 

terrain from above. The area includes the lakes Traunsee and Attersee. It spans 

roughly from the mountain Katzenstein in the east to the mountain Hochegg in the 

west, the town Vöcklabruck in the north and Bad Ischl in the south. The terrain spans 

about 900 km2 with a side length of about 30 km. This area was chosen because it 

offers a variety of flat ground, hills and alpine terrain, with high ridges and deep val-

leys. It was also selected because of the authors familiarity with this area. 
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Figure 45: The terrain used in the ridge lift tests. This is an area in the south of Upper Austria. It fea-
tures rather flat terrain to the north, high mountains in the south and hills in between. The area has a 
side length of roughly 30 km. The variety of terrain features makes it suitable for wind-terrain interac-
tion tests 

Most of the following tests take place over the same region. A cross section of this 

region is given in figure 46. For the following discussion, names for the major terrain 

features, seen in this cross section, are defined. Those features are mainly peaks 

and valleys. The plot runs directly north to south with north being to the left. For bet-

ter geographical understanding, just north (left) of the plot lies the town Vöcklabruck 

(Upper Austria) and south lie the mountains Höllengebirge. The distance from plot 

start to end is about 14 km. From north to south, there are three major peaks. Figure 

46 labels them Peak 1 through 3, which is how they will be referred to in the following 

discussion. Similarly, three valleys were labeled Valley 1 through 3. South of Peak 2 

and north of Valley 2 is an area with a number of smaller ridges of roughly the same 

altitude. This area will be called Plateau 1. Lastly, there is a tall slope to the far south 

of the plot. This slope is part of the mountains Höllengebirge. It will be referred to 

simply as Wall. 
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Figure 46: The terrain profile below the flight path of the drones during most of the ridge lift tests. The 
most significant terrain features are assigned names for future reference 

The used SPH domain has a side length of 1000 meters. A particle resolution of 

16 by 16 by 16 is used. This resolution was chosen as a compromise between per-

formance and accuracy. The more particles are used the more accurate the simula-

tion is. With the chosen resolution 0.3 frames per seconds on average are achieved 

on the used test computer. 

The drones are given a velocity of 40 m/s. This is roughly the cruising speed of a 

Cessna 150, a small airplane that is common in general aviation. Wind speeds in a 

range from 3 m/s to 20 m/s are used. According to the Beaufort scale, 3 m/s is con-

sidered a light breeze while 20 m/s is strong wind (Met Office n.d.). 

In each test run, 5 pairs of SPH drones and simple-lift drones were used. Their at 

altitudes start at 500 meters above ground and range up to 900 meters above 

ground, in 100 meter increments. The paths of the SPH drones are drawn in red, the 

simple-lift drone paths in green. Note that collisions of drones and terrain are ignored. 

Some paths, mainly the ones of the lowest drones, pass through hills. While the 

drones are below the terrain surface, they maintain altitude and move on according to 

their own velocity and global wind velocity. The SPH wind and simple-lift model re-

spectively are applied again after the drone reemerges from beyond the surface. 

Each test ends, however, as the drone hits the wall. 
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The resulting flight paths of four test runs, conducted with 3 m/s, 7 m/s, 10 m/s and 

20 m/s tailwind, are depicted in figure 47. 

 

Figure 47: Ridge lift tests with tailwind at varying speeds. Wind direction is left to right. Slopes facing 
left cause upwind, slopes facing right cause downwind 

Figure 47 shows, that the paths of both drone types are similar. All paths end at a 

higher altitude than their respective start altitude. Most drone pairs hit the wall within 

a 30 meters altitude difference. Note that some paths in figure 47 intersect the terrain 

profile. As mentioned, drone-terrain collisions are ignored until reaching the wall. In-

tersections signal points were drones collided with the terrain, and later reemerged. 

The average and maximum altitude differences, as well as the standard deviation 

thereof, are given in table 1 for all drone pairs. 
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Wind Speed 
 

500m AGL 600m AGL 700m AGL 800m AGL 900m AGL 

3 m/s Avg. Diff. 6.54 11.53 7.51 11.07 6.51 

  Max. Diff. 11.46 23.00 13.74 19.61 17.33 

  Std. Dev. 3.84 5.32 3.28 4.08 3.64 

7 m/s Avg. Diff. 8.03 7.53 8.35 11.19 7.91 

  Max. Diff. 27.49 13.39 22.75 28.57 22.16 

  Std. Dev. 5.82 3.60 5.44 7.04 4.80 

10 m/s Avg. Diff. 9.76 4.03 4.32 2.93 2.33 

  Max. Diff. 28.56 10.83 12.75 11.42 10.12 

  Std. Dev. 7.47 3.16 3.42 2.05 1.42 

20 m/s Avg. Diff. 30.38 12.88 13.12 12.26 8.70 

  Max. Diff. 68.46 37.23 40.25 31.75 23.41 

  Std. Dev. 20.57 8.56 9.13 8.57 6.46 

Table 1: Average, maximum and standard deviation of altitude differences for the tailwind test runs. 
The altitude differences increase with increasing wind speed and decreasing altitude. 

At 20 m/s tailwind the maximum altitude differences increase to up to 68.46 me-

ters. The drone pair with the highest altitude difference is the lowest pair. The accord-

ing plot in figure 47 shows that this pair separates while approaching peak 2. The 

upslope of the peak causes the simple-lift drone no significant altitude gain. The SPH 

drone however clearly reacts to the peak’s slope. 
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Figure 48: Ridge lift tests with headwind at varying speeds. Wind direction is left to right. Slopes facing 
right cause upwind, slopes facing left cause downwind. 

Figure 48 shows the flight paths of headwind tests with 3 m/s, 7 m/s, 10 m/s and 

20 m/s. The altitude difference in this test series tends to be higher than in the tail-

wind test, especially at high wind speeds. Table 2 gives the average and maximum 

altitude differences between pairs of drones, together with the respective standard 

deviation. The maximum altitude difference of the headwind test is 279.68 meters, 

occurring at 20 m/s wind speed. 
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Wind 
Speed  

500m AGL 600m AGL 700m AGL 800m AGL 900m AGL 

3 m/s Avg. Diff. 6.94 4.76 3.67 1.92 2.91 

  Max. Diff. 21.66 9.79 19.03 11.93 18.50 

  Std. Dev. 4.48 3.10 2.95 1.98 2.97 

7 m/s Avg. Diff. 23.00 12.65 13.09 10.99 6.21 

  Max. Diff. 54.43 51.28 53.72 48.68 44.60 

  Std. Dev. 14.28 8.57 8.92 9.04 7.42 

10 m/s Avg. Diff. 34.59 20.44 12.28 8.55 6.19 

  Max. Diff. 91.90 100.36 84.90 66.88 60.38 

  Std. Dev. 24.42 17.00 14.07 11.96 10.05 

20 m/s Avg. Diff. 54.69 72.78 48.63 31.81 28.20 

  Max. Diff. 145.28 189.14 279.68 274.18 249.86 

  Std. Dev. 32.22 49.10 47.67 49.95 46.89 

Table 2: Average, maximum and standard deviation of altitude differences for the headwind test runs. 
The altitude differences increase with increasing wind speed and altitude. They differences are on 
average significantly higher than in the tailwind test 

The altitude deviation increases faster the closer the drones get to the wall. At 10 

m/s wind speed and faster, all simple-lift drones start to descent overhead peak 3 for 

multiple hundred meters. To give insight into the cause of the strong downwind figure 

49 illustrates the distribution of terrain sampling points of simple-lift drones overhead 

peak 3. As described in chapter 4.10, sample points 1, 2 and 3 are placed from the 

drone position 250 meters, 750 meters and 2000 meters respectively in upwind direc-

tion. 

 

Figure 49: A simple-lift drone approaching the wall in headwind. The great downslope between sample 
points 2 and 3 causes strong downwind. 
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Sample points 2 and 3 form a downslope with an altitude difference of roughly 450 

meters. This downslope is multiple times higher than the upslopes between sample 

point 0 and 1 and 1 and 2. The resulting lift factor is therefore negative. As the drone 

moves further towards the wall, the two upslopes will eventually turn into downslopes. 

This causes the magnitude of downwind to increase significantly. This can be seen in 

figure 48, as the simple drones pass over peak 3 and get closer to the wall. 

For comparison the northern and southern boundaries of the SPH domain are 

marked in figure 49. They are 500 meters up- and 500 downwind from the drone po-

sition. The wall is not yet within the domain, therefore, it does not yet influence the 

wind of the SPH-based method. Figure 50 shows a test run with 16 by 16 by 16 SPH 

particles at 20 m/s headwind and an increased domain size of 3 by 3 by 3 km. 

 

Figure 50: Test run with a 3 by 3 by 3 km SPH domain and 20 m/s headwind. The SPH drones react to 
more distant terrain features as compared to the 1 by 1 by 1 km domain used in other tests. 

In this configuration, the wall enters the SPH domain 1 km sooner. The SPH 

drones close to the wall start to descent sooner and descent further. Table 3 shows 

the average, maximum, and standard deviation of altitude differences corresponding 

to figure 50. The maximum altitude differences decrease compared to the 20 m/s 

headwind values in table 2. 

Wind 
Speed  

500m AGL 600m AGL 700m AGL 800m AGL 900m AGL 

20 m/s Avg. Diff. 8.53 31.32 22.45 44.08 31.59 

  Max. Diff. 26.04 102.79 128.16 174.81 223.53 

  Std. Dev. 5.41 20.41 23.92 33.85 45.37 

Table 3: Average, maximum and standard deviation of altitude differences for the headwind with in-
creased SPH domain size of 3 by 3 by 3 km. The difference on average is less than with a 1 by 1 by 
km domain. 
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The downside of increasing the SPH domain size is either a lower spatial resolu-

tion or an increase in computation time. The particles of the small domain size have 

diameters of 62.5 meters, while the particles of the large domain have diameters of 

187.5 meters. To match the resolution of the small domain, the large domain would 

need 27 times more SPH particles. This, in term, increases the computation time 27 

times. Performance is discussed in detail in chapter 5.3.1. 

Note that compared to the drone paths of figure 48, the paths of figure 47 show 

significantly less altitude change after peak 3. Note that the wind in figure 47 flows in 

the opposite direction than in figure 48. The sample points 1, 2 and 3 of the simple-lift 

drones therefore lie north of the drone and sample point 4 lies to the south. Sample 

point 4 lies 100 meters from the drone position. The wall influences the simple-lift 

drone’s lift factor significantly later under those circumstances. 

Especially at low altitudes, the SPH wind simulation method simulates airflow over 

terrain with more detail than the simple-lift reference method. Small terrain details 

have little influence on simple-lift drones. As shown in figure 49, they sample the ter-

rain five times over a range of 2100 meters. The SPH wind simulation ,on the other 

hand, samples terrain at the position of every particle at the bottom of the simulation 

domain. The number of particles can be set as high as desired. As the particle count 

increases, the size of individual particle size decreases. Consequently, smaller ter-

rain details can be considered by the simulation. 

 

Figure 51: Drone flight paths over the plateau tailwind of 20 m/s. Other than the SPH drone, the sim-
ple-lift drone does not react to the low ridges along the plateau. 
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Figure 51 shows the flight paths of two drones flying over the plateau, with tailwind 

at 20 m/s. The simple-lift drone shows a steady descent, even overhead wind facing 

slopes. The SPH drone on the other hand shows slight ascends at those slopes. The 

SPH drone path and the terrain profile in figure 51 have a correlation of 0.84. The 

simple-lift drone’s path and the terrain profile have a correlation of 0.64. Expanding 

this analysis to the five SPH drone paths of the test with 20 m/s wind speed in figure 

47 results in an average correlation of 0.80. The five corresponding simple-lift drone 

paths have a correlation with the terrain profile of 0.71. Sections of the drone paths 

that are underneath the terrain surface were not considered. The reason is that 

drones are not subject to simulated forces as long as they are underneath the sur-

face. As pointed out earlier, if a drone moves below the terrain level, it maintains its 

current altitude. Once it moves above the surface again it is subject to lift forces once 

more. 

Figure 52 shows the paths of an SPH and a simple-lift drone over the plateau, with 

headwind of 20 m/s. Note that they are not as close to each other as the paths in fig-

ure 51. The paths in both figure 51 and 52 are taken from the same data sets as the 

paths in figures 47 and 48. The deviation of simple-lift and SPH drone paths in figure 

48 was discussed above in some detail. The paths depicted in figure 52 are the low-

est paths of each drone type that are above the terrain surface at the plateau. 

 

Figure 52: Drone flight paths over the plateau with headwind of 20 m/s. Other than the SPH drone, the 
simple-lift drone does not react to the low ridges along the plateau. 
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The simple-lift drone in figure 52 shows ascends over terrain slopes facing into the 

wind and a slight descent over most of the plateau. The three ridges of the plateau 

show little effect on it. The SPH drone path shows descends over those three ridges. 

The correlation of the terrain profile and the SPH drone path is -0.74. The correlation 

of the terrain profile and the simple-lift drone path is -0.67. For the entire SPH drone 

paths as shown in figure 48 the average correlation with the terrain profile is -0.60. 

For the entire simple-lift drone paths and the terrain profile the correlation is -0.47. 

 

5.3. Limitations 

In this chapter, some limitations of the proposed SPH wind simulation method are 

discussed. Even though some basic performance optimizations were implemented, 

as discussed in chapter 4.7, it does not achieve real-time. Applying it in desktop flight 

simulation is therefore not possible without further performance optimizations. A de-

tailed discussion on computation time of the method and its parts is presented in 

chapter 5.3.1. 

Mechanical turbulence, as discussed in chapter 2.2, is a phenomenon that can af-

fect the safety of aircraft in mountainous terrain, or at least the comfort of its passen-

gers. Realistic depiction of mechanical turbulence is not achieved by the SPH wind 

simulation method. Chapter 5.2.2 discusses this limitation in detail. 

 

5.3.1. Performance Evaluation 

The following test give insight into the performance of this work’s implementation 

of the proposed wind simulation. Basis of all presented time measurements in this 

chapter is the Windows API function QueryPerformanceCounter, which is used to 

acquire elapsed processor ticks. The algorithm runs on a single thread on the CPU. 

The CPU used for testing is an Intel Core i7-6700. 
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Figure 53: Frames per second (FPS) for increasing particle count. Even with a low particle count FPS 
is significantly less than real-time 

Figure 53 shows the average frames per second (FPS) over 500 frames for in-

creasing number of particles. At the lowest tested particle count, about 3.6 FPS were 

achieved. An almost 7 times speedup would be required to achieve real-time with 25 

FPS. In the following, the most time consuming parts of the algorithm are identified. 

First it is determined which parts of the algorithm are the most costly. As it was 

discussed in chapter 4.11, the simulation is segmented into distinct operations. The 

computation time of each operation was measured over 1000 frames. For this test 

7200 particles were used. Figure 54 plots the relative computation time of each oper-

ation frame by frame. 

 

Figure 54: Relative computation time of all simulation operations. About 97 % of the computation time 
is used by OperationCalculateForces, which is responsible for calculating the fluid’s pressure and 
viscosity forces 
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As figure 54 shows, about 97 % of computation time is spent on OperationCalcu-

lateForces. As discussed in chapter 4.11, this operation implements the SPH algo-

rithm as presented in chapter 4.1. Given that it takes up almost all of the computation 

time, its scaling behavior in regard to the number of SPH particles is now further in-

vestigated. Figure 55 shows the average computation time for OperationCalculate-

Forces with increasing particle count. 

 

Figure 55: The blue line shows the average computation time of OperationCalculateForces relative to 
the maximum average time. The red line shows the particle count relative to the maximum particle 
count. The similarity of the lines indicates a strong correlation of particle count and computation time. 

Note that the particle count given in figure 55 includes SPH, inflow and ghost par-

ticles. As discussed in chapters 4.2 and 4.3, the number of inflow and ghost particles 

depends on the number of SPH particles and the particle support radius. For a 3D 

fluid body it can be calculated as 

 𝑝 = (𝑠 + 2𝑟𝑑)
2(𝑠 + 𝑟𝑑) (5.1) 

where 𝑝 stands for the overall particle count, 𝑠 is the number of SPH particles per 

dimension and 𝑟𝑑 is the support radius in multiples of the particle diameter. The parti-

cle counts in figure 55 result from 𝑠 of 10 to 26 in increments of 2 and 𝑟𝑑 of 2. 

The scaling in computation time of OperationCalculateForces shows a strong cor-

relation with the particle count. Correlation of the results depicted in figure 55 is 0.98. 

The scaling behavior of the operations other than OperationCalculateForces is 

now investigated. If they scale worse than OperationCalculateForces they can have a 

significant impact on the overall computation time as the particle count increases. 

First it is determined which operations take up the most computation time, besides 

OperationCalculateForces. Figure 56 shows the results depicted in figure 54 without 

OperationCalculateForces. 
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Figure 56: Relative computation time of all simulation operations but OperationCalculateForces. Oper-
ationEvolveSPHParticles, OperationUpdateInflowParticles and OperationCollideBodies collectively 
take up about 90 % of the time that is not used for OperationCalculateForces 

As figure 56 shows, the operations OperationEvolveSPHParticles, Opera-

tionUpdateInflowParticles and OperationCollideBodies take up about 90 % of the 

computation time that is not used for OperationCalculateForces. OperationGhostPar-

ticles uses approximately another 7 %. 

All operations iterate all particles of the simulation. Only the four operations men-

tioned by name do sample terrain altitude for all or some particles. Operation-

EvolveSPHParticles updates the altitude above ground for each SPH particle. Opera-

tionUpdateInflowParticles updates the position of inflow particles to match a given 

target altitude above ground. OperationGhostParticles does the same thing for ghost 

particles. OperationCollideBodies conducts collision tests of terrain and SPH parti-

cles. 

The computation time of those operations depends not only on particle count, but 

also on the complexity of terrain sampling. Terrain sampling was, as discussed in 

chapter 4.7, optimized so that it has constant complexity. It is therefore assumed that 

computation time for terrain sampling does not increase with increasing terrain poly-

gon count. To validate this assumption, the computation time of the four operations in 

question was measured with constant particle count and increasing terrain resolution. 

Figure 57 shows the result of the test. 
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Figure 57: Relative computation time of OperationGhostParticles, OperationEvolveSPHParticles, Op-
erationCollideBodies and OperationUpdateInflowParticles with increasing terrain resolution. Terrain 
resolution is given in cubes per dimension used during marching cube terrain setup. The computation 
time shows no significant increase with increase terrain resolution 

The terrain resolution in figure 57 is given in number of cubes per dimension used 

by the marching cube algorithm during terrain creation. Assuming a flat terrain, twice 

the number of cubes per dimension results in four times the number of polygons. 

Therefore, the number of terrain polygons in the last test run was 64 times higher 

than in the first test run. As figure 57 shows, the computation time over all four opera-

tions does not vary significantly. 

Figure 58 shows the relative computation time for the same four operations with 

increasing particle count. 

 

Figure 58: Relative computation time of OperationGhostParticles, OperationEvolveSPHParticles, Op-
erationCollideBodies and OperationUpdateInflowParticles with increasing particle count. The blue line 
shows the particle count relative to the highest particle count for reference. The accumulated computa-
tion time of the four operations shows strong correlation with the particle count 
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Individually, the computation time of each of the four operations depends on a dif-

ferent particle subset. The accumulated computation time of the four operations in 

figure 58 shows a strong correlation of 0.98 with the overall particle count. 

As mentioned above, the same is true for OperationCalculateForces. It is therefore 

concluded that the relation of computation time between this one and the four opera-

tions in figure 58 remains the same for any given particle count. 

 

5.3.2. Turbulence Spectrum Evaluation 

This chapter analyses the proposed SPH wind simulation in regards to mechanical 

turbulence, which was described in chapter 2.2. Turbulence consists of eddies in the 

air. When those eddies pass a point in space, the wind direction and wind speed will 

deviate from the average wind speed and direction. The interaction of wind and ter-

rain, which is the focus of this work, causes so called mechanical turbulence. 

Note that the formation of eddies in the presented wind simulation method was not 

observed. Karacostas and Marwitz (1980) show that based on measurements taken 

around Elk Mountain, Wyoming, the largest eddies in mountainous terrain have a 

wavelength of 2.5 km. The simulation domain used in the validation process of this 

work has a side length of 1 km. Therefore large scale eddies can not form. As de-

scribed in chapter 4.6, the maximum deviation of the velocity of a single particle from 

the global wind velocity is limited. This inhibits the formation of smaller eddies, which 

would fit into the simulation domain. Small eddies with wavelength of only several 

meters are prevented by the size of particles used throughout the validation process. 

For most tests, particles with a diameter of 62.5 meters were used. 

The SPH algorithm is generally not well suited to simulate turbulent flow and ed-

dies. Monaghan (2011) proposes a modified version of the algorithm, called SPH-ε, 

that improves this shortcoming. He achieves good results simulating 2D turbulent 

flow in a 1 by 1 meter box. Compared to a simple SPH implementation, the computa-

tion time of SPH-ε increases by about 20 %. For good results 75 to 150 particles per 

dimension are needed, however. This would significantly increase the computational 

cost compared to the test setups in this work. Therefore SPH-ε was not used. 

Even though eddies did not form in the validation process, wind speed and direc-

tion fluctuations were observed. Those fluctuations are compared to the results of the 

measurements taken by Karacostas and Marwitz (1980). Wind speed and direction 

was recorded on a flight around Elk Mountain at altitudes ranging from 60 meters 
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above ground up to 1800 meters above ground. 16 measurements per second were 

taken and then averaged to 8 per second. The data was then partitioned into blocks 

with 512 data points. The mean value and trends of each block were subtracted from 

the data points. 

To obtain a comparable data set, Elk Mountain and the surrounding terrain was 

recreated. The three crosswind parts of the real-life flight around Elk Mountain were 

simulated and the wind velocity components were recorded. The path of the real-life 

flight is shown in figure 59. 

 

Figure 59: Flight path around Elk Mountain conducted for the measurements of Karacostas and Mar-
witz. The solid line with dots is the flight path. The intervals between the dots indicate 1 minute of flight 
time. The thin solid lines are drawn along regions of equal wind speed and the dashed lines are 
streamlines around the mountain. Image from Karacostas and Marwitz 1980 

Wind velocity and direction was set to match the wind conditions depicted in figure 

59 for each simulated flight. Similar to the tests in chapter 5.2, the simulation domain 

size was set to 1 by 1 by 1 km, with 16 by 16 by 16 SPH particles. To match the data 

recording frequency of Karacostas and Marwitz (1980), the simulation’s delta time 

was set to a fixed value of 0.03125 seconds (32 Hz). The wind velocity components 

were recorded at every second frame (16 Hz) and the recorded values were aver-

aged to 8 Hz. 
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Figure 60: Power spectra of longitudinal (a), lateral (b) and vertical (c) wind components after subtract-
ing means and trends recorded upwind from Elk Mountain. The spectra lines with asterisks show the 
power spectra at 500 meters above ground, the other lines show the power spectra 1300 meters 
above ground. The respective straight lines represent the -5/3 power law. Image from Karacostas and 
Marwitz 1980 

 Figure 60 shows the wind component wise power spectra of Karacostas’ and 

Marwitz’ (1980) measurements west of Elk Mountain after means and trends were 

subtracted. The line marked with asterisks shows data recorded 500 meters above 

ground, the other line shows data 1300 meters above ground. Figure 61 shows the 

corresponding results of the SPH wind simulation. 

 

Figure 61: Power spectra of the proposed SPH wind simulation for the longitudinal (u), lateral (v) and 
vertical (w) wind components after subtracting means and trends. The data was recorded 500 meters 
above ground. The red lines represent the -5/3 power law. Frequency and intensity of the simulated 
turbulence differs significantly from real-life turbulence 

The power spectra in figure 61 were recorded 500 meters above ground, therefore 

they correspond to the asterisk lines in figure 60. The frequencies of velocity 

fluctuations observed in the simulation range from 5×10-6 Hz to 1×10-2 Hz. This is 
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significantly lower than the frequencies measured by Karacostas and Marwitz, which 

range from 1×10-2 Hz to about 4×100 Hz. Furthermore, the intensity of the wind 

velocity fluctuations of the simulation is higher than the intensities measured in the 

real-life flight. The vertical wind component is an exception. Consider that, as 

described in chapter 4.5, the vertical wind velocity component of the SPH simulation 

is scaled down. This is necessary to achieve a realistic depiction of ridge lift. 

Consequently, the intensity of vertical wind velocity fluctuations is lower than in the 

horizontal fluctuations in the simulation. 

Karacostas and Marwitz (1980) state that the intensity of turbulence around Elk 

Mountain increases with decreasing distance from the mountain. It peaks downwind, 

at close distance from the mountain. This could not be observed in the simulation. All 

three simulated flights had similar results, regardless of closeness to the mountain. 

Consider that the SPH simulation domain in this test is a cube with 1 km side length. 

Therefore, only obstacles closer than 500 meters from the cube center can influence 

the simulation. According to figure 59, the closest pass of the mountain was about 1 

km downwind. 

In summary, the simulation results in a lower frequency of wind velocity fluctua-

tions. While the component-wise fluctuations measured by Karacostas and Marwitz 

(1980) were similar over all dimension, the vertical fluctuations in the simulation have 

a significantly lower intensity. Contrary to the results of the real-life flight, due to the 

limited range of the SPH wind simulation, no increasing turbulence intensity could be 

measured while getting closer to Elk mountain. 
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6. Summary 

A method for simulating wind at altitudes below 1000 meters above ground over 

vast terrains using smoothed particle hydrodynamics was created. To limit the com-

putational cost of the fluid simulation, it was confined to a region of interest (ROI) of 1 

km3, centered around a point of interest, e.g. an aircraft. 

The SPH algorithm simulates fluids by dividing a given body of fluid into particles 

and calculating fluid internal forces between them. Particles act as blobs of fluid with 

fixed volume and mass. The fluid’s density at a given particle’s position is calculated 

based on the closeness of other particles. Particles will move from areas with many 

close particles, therefore high pressure, to areas with less particles, low pressure. 

The tendency of a fluid to withstand deformation, called viscosity, is simulated as 

well. The difference of a fluid’s velocity to the average velocity of its neighbors is re-

duced. Fluids with high viscosity allow for less velocity difference than fluids with low 

viscosity. The algorithm was discussed in detail in chapter 3.3, while implementation 

details were provided in chapter 4.1. 

Without artificial boundaries, the particles of the SPH simulation would simply dis-

perse. Introducing solid boundaries to confine the particles to the ROI is not suitable 

for the given scenario. To simulate wind, the particles have to be free to move inde-

pendently of the ROI’s position and movement. Open boundaries were added to the 

simulation to enable this. 

Based on the work of Federico et al. (2012), an open boundary method was de-

veloped as presented in chapter 4.3. Additional fluid particles surround the ROI in all 

horizontal directions. Those particles, called inflow particles, do not follow forces cal-

culated with the SPH algorithm. Instead they follow a predefined velocity. This veloci-

ty is set to the mean global wind velocity. In any case the inflow particles maintain 

their altitude above ground. 

The inflow particles assure that the SPH particles do not disperse. They also en-

sure even pressure conditions throughout the set of SPH particles. The area in which 

inflow particles exist, called inflow area, is set to be large enough to fill the support 

radii of the outer-most SPH particles. 

Since inflow particles move with the global wind velocity they may leave the inflow 

area. If an inflow particle leaves at a given border, it gets teleported back to the op-

posite border of the inflow area. So if a particle leaves the inflow area in downstream 
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direction, it teleports back upstream to the opposite inflow area border. This guaran-

tees a constant number of inflow particles and therefore preservation of mass within 

the inflow area. 

When particles cross the border between the inflow and SPH set however, they 

switch to the according particle set. Consequently, inflow particles switching to the 

SPH set are henceforth treated as SPH particles and vice versa. This guarantees 

that SPH particles can flow with the global wind while still preventing them from dis-

persing. 

To ensure correct pressure conditions at solid boundaries, e.g., the terrain, a 

method based on Marrone et al.’s (2011) ghost particle method was developed and 

presented in chapter 4.2. Layers of static fluid particles are placed below the terrain 

surface. Enough layers are created to fill the support radii of the bottom-most SPH 

particles. 

To keep the ROI centered around a movable object like an aircraft, it has to be 

freely movable. Particles however need to be able to move independently of the 

ROI’s own movement along the wind flow. Both of those conditions were implicitly 

fulfilled through the open boundary method. To move the simulation’s ROI, the SPH 

and inflow areas are displaced, the positions of particles however are not modified 

directly. The open boundary method ensures that upon leaving the inflow area, parti-

cles will be teleported back into it. Simultaneously particles that end up within the 

SPH area after displacement will switch to the SPH set. The ghost particles used for 

solid boundaries are horizontally displaced with the ROI. Their vertical positions are 

updated so that they maintain their altitudes relative to the ground. 
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7. Conclusion 

In chapter 5.2 the interaction of the proposed SPH-based wind simulation with ter-

rain was analyzed in regards to horizontal wind deflection and ridge lift. To validate 

horizontal wind deflection, air flow around a cylinder with a diameter of 500 meters 

was simulated at varying wind speeds from 3 m/s to 20 m/s. Wind velocities along a 

flight path close to the cylinder were recorded and compared to a reference data set. 

The directions of the simulated velocities show an average correlation to the refer-

ence data of 0.93. Similarly, the simulated wind speeds along the flight path was 

found to match the reference data. 

Vertical wind deflection was validated by comparing results of the SPH-based wind 

simulation to a reference method for calculating terrain-induced up- and downwind 

used in flight simulations current to the date of writing. It was found that the SPH-

based method is able to depict the influence of small terrain features better than the 

reference method. The correlation of the terrain profile and the SPH-based up- and 

downwind was on average about 10 % higher than the correlation of the terrain pro-

file with the up- and downwind calculated by the reference model. 

It was found that in order to depict the influence of distant terrain features, the size 

of the SPH simulation domain needs to be increased significantly. The reference 

method probes the terrain up to a distance of 2 km into the wind from the point of in-

terest. To take terrain features at that distance into account, the size of the SPH sim-

ulation domain needs to be set to a side length greater than the tested 1 km. This 

claim was validated by conducting a test with an SPH domain of 3 km side length. 

The downside of increasing the SPH domain size is an increase in computation time 

or a decrease of the spatial resolution of the simulation. 

The proposed SPH-based method offers some advantages over the methods dis-

cussed in chapter 3.1. Those can be summed up as 

 Improved detail 

 No manual setup 

 No pre-processing 

 Simulation in 3D 

The SPH method offers an improved level of detail over Forster-Lewis’ (2007) 

simple-lift model. The simple-lift model uses five sample points along a single axis 
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between 100 meters downstream and 2000 meters upstream from the point of inter-

est to calculate terrain slopes. Smaller terrain features are therefore easily missed. 

The resolution of the SPH method on the other hand can be set as needed. Howev-

er, increased computational costs are to be considered when increasing the particle 

resolution. 

The lift boxes used in Microsoft’s Flight Simulator X and Lockheed Martin’s 

Prepar3D require manual setup. Each box needs to be placed by hand. The time that 

scenario designers can spend on this task limits the area and the level of detail of 

where up- and downwind will be encountered. Furthermore, a change in wind direc-

tion would cause the need to update the positions of lift boxes. This means that the 

scenario needs to be changed by hand. The proposed SPH method does not require 

any manual setup. Changes in wind direction and speed are handled automatically. 

Some versions of CumulusX require a data base that stores slope directions and 

angles for points along the terrain surface. This data base has to be created from the 

elevation data of a given terrain before CumulusX can be used. The SPH method 

can interact with a given terrain mesh directly, no additional data is needed. 

Lastly, both Forster-Lewis’ (2007) lift model and CumulusX only calculate lift forc-

es, or in other words vertical wind deflection. The SPH method calculates wind de-

flection in any direction. Slopes that are horizontally not exactly parallel or perpendic-

ular to the global wind direction will cause local alterations of the wind direction. The 

SPH-based method was evaluated not only in regard of ridge lift but also in regard of 

its ability to correctly depict those horizontal alterations of wind direction and found to 

be reasonably accurate. Figure 62 shows how the SPH wind simulation causes side-

ward deviation to the path of an aircraft. 
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Figure 62: A drone using the SPH wind simulation (red trail) and a drone using the simple-lift model of 
Forster-Lewis (2007) (green trail). While the green drone flies straight along the nearby hill slope the 
red drone diverts to its left, due to wind being deflected sideways. The simple-lift model does not take 
sideways wind deflection into account. 

The proposed SPH wind simulation method has some significant limitations. The 

performance of the method as presented in this work is not sufficient for use in real-

time flight simulation. With the test setup used for the terrain interaction tests in chap-

ter 5.2, an average of 0.3 frames per seconds was achieved. This setup used 16 by 

16 by 16 SPH particles and an SPH domain side length of 1 km. As discussed in 

chapter 5.3.1, about 97 % of the computation time is spent on calculating the fluid’s 

internal forces according to the SPH algorithm. Computation time increases linearly 

with the particle count. 

While the SPH wind simulation does produce wind velocity fluctuations reminis-

cent of air turbulence, it was found to be inadequate to realistically depict this phe-

nomenon. The simulation was compared to real-life recordings of air turbulence in 

mountainous terrain. Neither the frequency nor the intensity of turbulence in the simu-

lation matches the reference data. The SPH algorithm is generally not well suited to 

simulate turbulent flow and eddies. Some work on this issue has been done in recent 

years. Monaghan (2011) for example proposes a modified version of the algorithm 

called SPH-ε that improves this shortcoming. As Monaghan (2011) states, SPH-ε 

requires about 75 to 150 particles per dimension to achieve good results. Due to high 

computation cost it was not implemented in this work. 
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8. Outlook 

The need for the lift force adjustment, which was discussed in chapter 4.5, indi-

cates an issue that still needs to be addressed. As a quick and efficient fix for an 

overestimation of lift forces, a correction model was introduced. Future work should 

find and resolve the cause for this overestimation. It is suspected that the open 

boundary method, as described in chapter 4.3, is the reason for the issue. The details 

on why the open boundaries are suspected to be the cause are given in chapter 4.5. 

Future work needs to investigate this. If the open boundaries can be confirmed to 

cause the lift force overestimation, this part of the wind simulation method needs to 

be modified to resolve the issue. 

Another possible goal for future work is to develop an implementation of the SPH 

wind simulation method that can be applied to a desktop flight simulation. In order to 

do so, the performance limitations have to be addressed. The average frame rate 

achieved during the tests in chapter 5.2 was 0.3 frames per second. It was shown 

that about 97 % of the computation time is spent on calculating the fluid's internal 

forces. Methods to improve the performance of the SPH algorithm have been pre-

sented in the past. 

Goswami et al. (2010) and Krog and Elster (2010) for example propose a parallel 

SPH implementation on the GPU using CUDA. Both works acknowledge the neigh-

borhood search as computationally costly. A naive implementation has complexity of 

O(N2), where N is the number of particles. Each particle's distance to each other par-

ticle has to be computed. Storing the neighborhood removes the need to repeat this 

for density, pressure and viscosity calculation, as well as for possible additional phys-

ical properties. Nevertheless, it remains very costly. Using regular grids is a common 

optimization scheme for this problem. Grid cells can be created with a side length 

equal to the kernel support radius. Particles only need to check other particles in the 

same cell and the direct neighbor cells. Krog and Elster use it determine neighbor-

hoods. To optimize subsequent access of particles and neighbors, they sort the parti-

cle array so that particles and neighbors are close to each other. Goswami et al. pro-

pose an approach also based on a regular grid. They present a way to calculate 

neighborhood efficiently on the GPU. 

As Goswami et al. (2010) point out, calculating density, pressure and viscosity 

cannot be done simultaneously since pressure depends on the result of density cal-
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culation and viscosity depends on the velocities resulting from pressure calculation. 

Calculating a given property for one particle does not influence the other particles 

however. This means that density can be calculated simultaneously for all particles. 

The same is true for pressure, viscosity force and any other fluid property. Therefore 

moving these calculations onto the GPU can yield a significant performance increase. 

As discussed in chapter 5.3.2, turbulent air is not realistically depicted by the pro-

posed SPH wind simulation method. Neither frequency nor intensity of turbulence in 

the simulation was found to be realistic. In recent years there has been some work on 

improving the simulation of turbulent flows with the SPH algorithm. Monaghan (2011) 

introduced a slightly compressible SPH algorithm with an added turbulence model 

called SPH-ε. Monaghan applies the SPH-ε algorithm to a turbulent flow within a two-

dimensional box with no-slip boundaries for validation, a setup that has been well 

studied experimentally. He concludes that this algorithm can match the used refer-

ence data given a sufficient spatial resolution. The additional computation time com-

pared to a standard SPH implementation is about 20 %. However, the spatial resolu-

tion required to produce good results was found to be 75 to 150 particles per 

dimension. The computation time for the SPH wind simulation method of this work 

with this kind of particle count would be very high and far beyond interactivity. Pro-

vided that a sufficient performance improvement is achieved in future implementa-

tions of the SPH wind simulation, the addition of a turbulence model would be worth-

while since mechanically induced turbulence is a result of real wind-terrain 

interaction. 

In order to further improve the realism of the terrain interaction of the proposed 

wind simulation, real-life flight data as reference will be needed. The reference data 

used in this work is based on the ridge lift model by Forster-Lewis (2007). This model 

is however limited to calculating up- and downwind, while the proposed SPH wind 

simulation method simulates wind flow in all three 3 spatial dimensions. Therefore, a 

more detailed set of reference data would benefit the further development of the SPH 

wind simulation method. This leads to the related topic of obtaining suitable data. 

Shah, Menezes and Kolmanovsky (2012) use flight data recorded by gliders. Flight 

path recording using GPS sensors is common in gliders. Recorded paths are the ba-

sis for glider competitions. Those recorded paths consist of latitude and longitude 

coordinates as well as altitude of aircraft at regular time intervals. Based on this data 
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and additional information on the location of thermals, Shah, Menezes and 

Kolmanovsky (2012) show how to extract information on ridge lift. 

Karacostas and Marwitz (1980) recorded in-flight wind data to characterize air tur-

bulence over mountainous terrain. They used sensors, consisting of an inertial navi-

gation system (INS) and a special sensor boom to measure gusts around the aircraft. 

The so recorded data is more detailed than the data obtained from glider flight paths. 

The used sensors are not widely used in small aircraft though. 

As an alternative approach, the use of smart-phones can be explored. Many 

smart-phones offer a number of sensors that can be useful for this application. GPS 

can be used to record flight paths like in the discussed glider data. Acceleration sen-

sors and gyroscopes can be used to record the movement and rotation of the aircraft. 

If the quality of the phone sensor data is sufficient, information on wind gusts around 

the aircraft can be derived. Based on this data, up- and downwind produced by the 

SPH wind simulation as well as turbulence can be validated. 
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